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Topic ID 1: Do you think hosting the Asian Games will help our athletes to achieve higher standards
of performance?
൞ᎁຘመᙄࠅሎᄎਢچء֒༼ױܡሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓΛ
Message
Message
ID
1

No. Our athletes perform the same whether the event is hosted by HK or by other
countries. Higher standards are achieved through better training, not through
organising certain events.

2

[quote] Home Affairs Bureau: As shown by the hosting of the 2009 EAG, major
international sports events give sport a stronger profile in the community, encourage
athletes to achieve better results on their “home turf” and increase civic pride. Sport
also receives a boost through the improvement of facilities to meet the standards
required for high-level competition, and this in turn provides better sports venues for
elite athletes as well as the public. At the 2009 EAG, the Hong Kong team achieved
unprecedented success by winning 110 medals – well above the previous record of 13
EAG medals. After the 2009 EAG, the Hong Kong Sports Institute surveyed athletes
and coaches involved in the Institute’s elite training programme and found that athletes
and coaches saw the “home turf” advantage as a key factor in Hong Kong’s
significantly improved results. Furthermore, the development of athletes from junior to
internationally competitive level requires long-term planning and investment. By
hosting the Asian Games in 2023 we could set a clear goal for the training of athletes
with a view to achieving good results at the games. Do you think hosting the Asian
Games will help our athletes to achieve higher standards of performance? Please share
with us your views. [/quote]

Hosting the Asian Games is a very good idea. I believe it will enhance the higher
standard in sport and call more attention and involvment from the Hong Kong People.
It will also enhance a good image of Hong Kong as a metropolitian city. In addition,
the infrastructure for the sport facilities will be upgrade and it will boost the
macro-economy due to more money going to the construction works. One good benefit
is the creation of more jobs. I support this idea. But it needs a good planning and make
it more perspective. let more people involving in the planning and involving in this
activities and of course, cost control is tremendous important and we need to make it
worth for money. Hope this game could bring a cohesion to all HK people and make
our community more harmonious.
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3

I agree that Higher standards are achieved through better training and not through
organizing the event. The government should look for potential athletes and to provide
them good support for the improvement to a higher standard performance.

4

Hosting the Asian Games and having higher standards of performance of our athletes
are not necessarily related. But if there are sport facilities upgrades which
enhance/facilitate the training our Hong Kong athletes, I am sure they have a better
performance. I hope the HKSAR Government will re-examine its support, in terms of
hardware and soft issues, to our athletes in a proactive manner. Hosting the Asian
Games might be desirable, it should not be the underlying cause for investing
additional resources to sport sector.

5

Yes, fully support. As mentioned in the HKSAR Consultation Paper Paragraphy 38, the
Game will give a strong boost to the development of sport by providing improved
facilities for public participation in future. I don't care the performance of HK Teams.
But, I'm sure that the Game can enhance the social cohesion (especially cohesion of
athletes). The Sport Associations can develop their organisation skills and the Game
can let them know more about the requirements / standard of their sport in the world /
Asian. Of course, we should aware of the potential social and financial costs. But, in
my opinion, 15 billion is not so high and acceptable (only the cost of 1 piece of land in
HK).

6

ழሎ೯ᙇࢸ֗ಝᒭຟطᖂீ,٦ࠩၷ,ၞཽۖၷ.ᙄࠅሎᄎחሎ೯ܘףޓ
Ժಝᒭ,೯ᖞଡ᧯ߛ.၏ᠦࠅሎᄎழၴࡸ,࣠ڕਙࢌᗨᄕႚ,ࡳؘሎ೯
ࠐ૿إᐙ.

7

I am sure our athleets will achieve higher standards of performance with Hong Kong
being the host venue. It will be good for our athletes development.

8

The answer to this question is yes. But the answer doesn't logically lead to the
conclusion that we should host the AG. Raising the standard of performance of our
athletes can be achieved by other means that are less expensive. Providing more
facilities, better supervision, and more opportunities to participate in sports
competitions would not require over $300b.

9

I don't think so. The key issue is how much resource and effort the government is
willing to put in to improve the facility, provide seed funding for athlete training, raise
the level of recognition of the status of athletes. Mind you that it is effort/resource and
of course determination, not just money. There is always a myth that money can buy
everything quickly as an one off deal. Without a supportive environment, long term
planning, a highly educated community that recognize the athletes and the investment
therein, just put an Asia Game in HK will give an impulsive spur and the hype will go
away quickly. It will be the glory for a few individuals, but the entire community will
not benefit proportionally. I hope that our officials will not take this bid as their
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achievement to bring the game to HK, it will be the next next administration's worry to
implement it, and their fault if they don't do it well.
10

༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓ, լਢᔾᙄࠅሎᄎ, ۖਢࠄڍ࣋ދᇷᄭ,א९ۖ
ڶૠቤװچഛ塄ሎ೯.

11

ءԳᎁᙄࠅሎᄎچءחאױሎ೯۞ڇڂ୮॰ՑֺΔ۞֗ܓچڶ୮Գ֭
Հ࿇ཀֽᄷאՂऱ।Η֗ڂᚌ֏᧯ߛਜऱړΗ܀ਙࢌࠅࣟאሎऱᑻྨᑇؾ
܂ᖕ༉լኙԱΗڂ܂ᙄۯΔറ॰ᜰᙄԫࠄܐ॰֗ଉཽᄕڶᚌႨऱֺΔ
Ծڂփچኙଉཽऱ֭ΔԫࠄԲΔԿᒵऱᙇ֫Δ᧢ઌᨃΗᇢംຍࠄᑇ
ᖕڕ۶܂ᄷࡋΛءԳᎁ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ڶৰڶޓڍயऱֱऄΔࠀլᏁ
ᙄࠅሎΗ

12

Hosting would no doubt give focus to many thousands of athletes and boost standards
in the long run, but the $300b is quite hefty. While the wealth gap is reaching a
nauseating level and thousands of people are struggling with their livelihood, the more
urgent business of the HKSARG should be an all out effort to ameliorate poverty. As a
community, we could ill-afford to a distraction like an Asian Games.

13

Indeed, Our athletes should perform the same level whether the event will be hosted by
Hong Kong or by other countries. If they still keep the same training stardard. But it
should be a great opportunity to promote Hong Kong.

14

Since we are hosting the Asian games, I think HK gov'ts will spend $$$ to train up
local talent athletes and make sure they are ready to perform at world class level. So, I
think this will help them to achieve higher standards of performance (this doesn't mean
them to get a gold medal).

15

The performance of HK athletes is not determined by the hosting any of games in HK.
This is done by raising the general health and education of children and youngsters in
general and providing them with sports facilities and training. We do not need to be
hosts of these games in order to provide these opportunities. Money can be much better
spent.

16

[quote] Home Affairs Bureau: As shown by the hosting of the 2009 EAG, major
international sports events give sport a stronger profile in the community, encourage
athletes to achieve better results on their “home turf” and increase civic pride. Sport
also receives a boost through the improvement of facilities to meet the standards
required for high-level competition, and this in turn provides better sports venues for
elite athletes as well as the public. At the 2009 EAG, the Hong Kong team achieved
unprecedented success by winning 110 medals – well above the previous record of 13
EAG medals. After the 2009 EAG, the Hong Kong Sports Institute surveyed athletes
and coaches involved in the Institute’s elite training programme and found that athletes
and coaches saw the “home turf” advantage as a key factor in Hong Kong’s
significantly improved results. Furthermore, the development of athletes from junior to
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internationally competitive level requires long-term planning and investment. By
hosting the Asian Games in 2023 we could set a clear goal for the training of athletes
with a view
to achieving good results at the games. Do you think hosting the Asian Games will
help our athletes to achieve higher standards of performance? Please share with us your
views.[/quote]

yes fully support.

17

ٵݺრ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓΔಝᒭؘլ֟ױΔڇ܀܂Δലᄎڶףޓ
چءܓሎ೯࿇ཀ।Ζ ݺംመԫזۯ।ཽၷנऱ֖ࣛΔהᎅሎ೯უլუଉ
ཽᙄࠅሎΛԫࡳუΔڂ܂ሎ೯ࡳؘუڇഏᎾࢤࠃխנΔנ࣠ڕچរ
۞ڇ୮Δԫঞլشଆࠐଆװ९ຜၐ௫ΔԲঞ౨ᨃ۞աऱ୮Գᨠᓾ۞ա܂Ζ
ڂထຍࠟរΔଣଉཽعפګᙄࠅሎΔሎ೯ऱ।ᚨᇠ֒༼ࢬڶΖڼ؆Δڇ࣍ط
۞ա܂Δ࣠ڕլ࿇ཀ٤ԺΔԾࢨਢ।٭ΔࡳؘᄎܑԳᢡూΔڇຍጟ
ψಐωऱ֨ኪՀΔઌॾሎ೯ᄎ౨࿇ཀ۞ա່ՕऱᑨԺΔ೭ࠅڇޣሎᄎՂ࠷
ࠋᜎΖ

18

Yes, if HK Government has this vision and the potential athlets supports. If Asian
Games would be hosted by HK and the target is 2023, the HK Government and Major
Sponsors of the event could plan starting now, to bring up the next generation of athlets
for the 2023 Asian Games. The manpower (athlets,trainers, administrators and
management) source can be developed locally/imported, with participation into
local/international games as prescursors prior to the 2023 Asian Games. Of course, this
is the software side in addition to the hardware (infrastructure) expenditure. The
determination to succeed is the HK spirit to be cultivated.

19

I don't think any city hosting major sports events aim to help their athletes to achieve
higher standards of performance. We should not fool ourselves nor the public that we
can achieve this by hosting the Asian Games.

20

Yes. I believe all athletes will have the same answer. In addition, more resources must
be allocated to support the athletes including training, training facilities, incentives, etc.
in order to achieve a better result.

21

No. I would hate to see tax payers' spent in this way. More for show for a small of
people than really for the benefit of Hong Kong.

22

If hosting the game would help to facilitate the following advancements, then it may be
worthwhile for the pursue: 1. increase transparency and public involvement of the sport
policy; 2. provision of encouragements or carrots to community organizations for
increasing education and career opportunities for our atheletes (including those with
physical handicapped); 3. easy access to public sport facilities in different districts.
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Even if Hong Kong does not have the opportunity of hosting the game, I hope the
government will commit itself to work on the above directions.
23

ຘመᙄࠅሎᄎᓵՂਢچء֒༼ױሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓ,܀ݙڶᖞऱ࿇୶֗ഛ
ಝֱಾթٽױ,ڇತਙቃጩەᚨࡌᇡ,ֆฒᚨڍፖ૿إऱრߠΖ

24

Achieving higher standards of performance is secondary to promoting exercise and
healthy living. These days young people are less and less inclined to do exercise and to
take part in sports events. Organizing more sports classes and local competitions to
promote an interest in various games should come first. I prefer to see many more
healthy youngsters than to see winning more gold medals.

25

I have to agree that there is no correlation between performance and organizing the
event. the athletes' performance is enhanced through training, govt can support them by
providing equipment, facilities and inviting world-class trainers and coach. but simply
organizing the event cannot enhance the physical performance even it may boost their
morale. athletes can feel the sense of pride when their national flag flies up on the
presentation stage. and this should be the same anywhere in the world given that
athletes have that same sport spirit. [quote] No. Our athletes perform the same whether
the event is hosted by HK or by other countries. Higher standards are achieved through
better training, not through organising certain events. [/quote]

26

No, if our atheletes want experience, we have the Guangzhou Asian Games. HK can
host more international sports events, but not necessarily as big as the Asian Games.

27

I don't think the organization of Asian Games will help our athletes to achieve higher
standards of performance. I believe systemic promotion of sports in youngsters,
building adequate and user friendly facilities and financial reinforcement of
sportmanship are the only ways of promoting performance. On the other hand, hosting
Asian Games could be a good experience in organizing international event and might
boost the image of HK as well as encourage tourism if successful organized .

28

The answer is yes and no. Yes is for immediate few years after the game, because of
new or renovated sports facilities. But if there is no substantial input after the first few
years, there will be no improvement

29

ߢڶଉཽ౨عפګᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎΔ֒༼ܗڶഏᎾݮွ֗षᄎۯچΖءࠉ܀Գࢬ
ߠΔᚨૹរەᐞ֗ᛀီᅝՀऱଉཽܡڶ౨ԺعפګᙄΔۖॺመݶঞૹ࣍ط
ࠡࢬࠐऱܓ墿ፖᐙᐋ૿ՂΖ ༉چߪ۞֗ైڂයٙૻֱࠫ૿൶ಘΔଉֶཽ
ߩജऱ᧯ߛਜࡉഗ៕ᇷᄭΔਢኙԮۍᆄؑاऱഗߛ᧯ءਜᏁآٍޣ౨ڶய
የߩΙףՂΔԫٻऱՒچᇷᄭֶΔࠃኔՂᣄאႃխᘋ৬ߩജऱሎ೯ࢨ᧯ߛ塢
אየߩࠅሎᄎऱኔᎾᏁޣΖ ڇጥംᠲՂΔႊवࠅሎᄎհࠃႈࠅֺࣟؾሎݮޓ
ڍΔࠌܛ։ཋࢨچᇷᄭઌॾٍᣄڶאயݔጥΔৰՕᖲᄎທګψ۞ٺਙω
ऱൣउขسΖ ጵᨠۖߢΔၸኔլࡵعᙄ 2023 ڣऱࠅሎᄎΔ᜕ࠌଉཽբ࣍ 2008
ڣᜰᙄሎ್֗ڣװऱࣟࠅሎΔٵᑌٍߠآ౨חࠌطଉཽؑاኙ᧯ߛࠃ೭ऱ
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ፖ৫༼ࢬڶΔཏሙऱψ᧯ߛܐტωࠉྥڇژΙଙլڕᆵኔطچഗ֛פءທದΔ
ലڶᣂᇷ८ᐸཱིޏڶऱ᧯ߛਜࡉഛಝሎ೯ΔڕΚᏺףᒭ֭ܗ࠰֗چ
ڍޓሎ೯נ؆ֺีאᗨڍޓᆖ᧭Δലދᇷ࣍ࠐآթޓڶऱᐙΔ֠א
ሎ೯ऱᖞ᧯।ֽؓംᠲՂޏΔۖॺొאᑇڻՕীሎ೯ᄎ౨ሒીቃཚய࣠Ζ
ઌॾ  ڶৱ  ڶഗ៕࿇୶ ޓګᑵΔץਔໂݙ֗ ሎ೯۞ ߪऱֽؓᔆై༼֒
Δթ٦ەᐞᚨعܡᙄࠅሎᄎࡉ౨ܡฤཽءٽऱᖞ᧯ܓ墿৾ݮޓᅝΔٍਢᏺؑף
اऱދԵ৫່ڶயऱֱऄΖ
30

࣠ڕᎅعᙄࠅሎچءࣙ༼אױሎ೯।ֽؓΔऱᒔאױΔݺ܀ᎁ۷પҀѽ
иΔۖ؆҄ѽиਢᔾඒᒭऱֽᄷΖ ࣠ڕᙄࠅሎΔ܀Ծەړړڶᐞመᓮޓֽ
ᄷऱඒᒭװಝᒭሎ೯Δሎ೯ऱֽᄷؘآᄎ᧩ޓΔڂඒᒭਢॺൄଖە
ᐞऱࠡխԫଡైڂΔᒔኔࣙ༼چሎ೯।ֽؓΔᏁԫଡॺൄֽڶᄷऱඒᒭ
װಝᒭሎ೯Ζ ݺམᆖംመԫۯሎ೯Δਢ֘ݺٻהਠຍრߠΖ

31

ᙄࠅሎᄎኙ࣍༼֒ሎ೯Փ֗ᔆైਢڶઌᅝܗԺ,क़၄؎Օྥؘ,ਢܡଖਢ
ߠոߠཕ,ൕ९ᒵߡ৫ۖߢ,ᚨᤉᥛޏሎ೯ऱಝᒭᑓڤ,֠ࠡڇᔮඈהଚऱנሁ
ֱ૿,ݙڶڕ٤ऱഗࠫ,החױଚ֨ྤܑޓٻറࣹۯൂڇऱၞ࠷.

32

yes, but hand in hand... we also need good training, research/expert, facilities,
community support, commercial sponsors, long term development plan of sports
activities...

33

Yes, hosting the game at home will enhance better performance. However, when we
put resource into training an athlethe, more consideration shall be given to what the
athlethe will do after retirement. An athlethe need to know "the long term prospect"
and not ending with miserable life after retirement. Most of the award wining athlethes
now come from China. The Government is not doing enough in attracting the local
young people to pursue a career as an athlethe.

34

ݺլᢥګक़؎ᇷװञ࠷ᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎ೯ᄎΖຘመᙄࠅሎᄎچء֒༼װሎ
೯ऱ।ֽؓਢඍءດأऱუऄΖॺݺൄٵრΔഛಝॣ్ሎ೯ګഏᎾ్ᙇ
֫ΔᏁ९ऱቤ֗ދᇷΖڼڂΔނᙄࠅሎᄎࢬक़ऱ؎ᇷΔچءڇ࣋ދሎ೯
ऱಝᒭࡉ壂ܓՂΔለދᇷڇࡉچਜຍࠄ࿏ٙՂࠐߠயΖᨃݺଚܛم
ሎ೯ऱഛಝՠ܂ૡࡳ堚ཐऱؾᑑࡉٽ࣋ދᔞऱᇷᄭΔ೭ޣሎ೯ڇլՆലࠐऱ
ࢬڶሎ೯ᄎՂΔຟ౨ञ࠷ࠋᜎΔཽञ٠Ζ

35

ءԳᎁᙄࠅሎᄎऱᒔچء֒༼ױሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓΖՕऱ塢Εߩךऱ
ໂ֗堚ཐऱؾᑑΔྤጊࠌሎ೯ֺڇছࠩޓറᄐऱಝᒭΙᅝ۾ጐհܓΔ
ףՂᘣ ֖ ଚࠩ ֭ Δሎ೯ ڇଉཽᙄऱࠅሎᄎխࡳ౨ ࠅࣟ ڕሎ࿇ཀֽ
ؓΔ٦໌ࠋᜎΖʳ ʳ ױਢΔ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓΔլױᔾᙄࠅሎᄎΔ
ฅຶຍਢԫࢤڻऱᚥܗΖ༼֒ሎ೯ֽؓऱ९ᙄऄਢڍޓ࣋ދᇷᄭΔץਔڇ
ሎ೯چՂΕ᧯ߛਜՂ֗ஃᇷഛಝՂຟᚨݙڶऱΔܡঞΔࠌܛ٦ڍऱഏ
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ᎾࢤࠃཽڇᄎࠃתפΖԫଡޓլ࢙ױฃऱΔਢᛀಘፖ࠰ߛ᧯ٺᄎऱᣂএΔ
ፖ֗ٺܗݿᄎऱ࿇୶ΔጥΕ֭ࠀૹΔᖜ֨վֲլ֟࠰ᄎբਢߜ๚լᏘΔኙ
ሎ೯ऱ࿇୶ܗྤޓΖ
36

ݺઌॾਢאױऱΔ܀Ꮑݙڶऱەᐞ֗ڜඈΔլᗑਢಾኙࢤऱᜰᙄሎ೯ᄎΔ
ᝫڶ৵ऱڜඈΔڕሎ೯ֲ৵ऱᥛഛಝࡉᄐছຜΔൕۖᖿ࿇ሎ೯ऱ
֨֗༼ֽ֒ؓΤܡঞΔڇᑷൣመ৵ΔܒޅࡉৼࣄࠐࢵڶΔஈחഏᎾԳՓᛴլದΖ

37

ᙄࠅሎᄎԫࡳᄎ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓ, ڂᣂএ, Ծլشᔞᚨᄅᛩ
ቼ,  ۞ ڍ ޓ ڶ ޓաߪᢰࣛ ֖ ᘣԳऱᣂࣹ , ।ԫࡳֺ ؓ ழ  ה ࠡஂ נሎ೯ ᄎ  ړ ޓ,
ݦݺ܀ඨਙࢌڍᣂ֨ሎ೯۩ߪءᄐऱ֧ܮԺ, ګ࣍ڍᜎ, ڂᄐؘߪءႊ
 ױ ڶ࿇୶ࢤ, ࣠ ڕਙࢌآ౨ٽᄐሎ೯ऱಯٖംᠲ֗آ౨ᅃ  הଚऱᏁ,
టਢৰᣄף֖ࣛڍޓ֧ܮԵ, ط؆ܮچԵറթሎ೯, ९ຟএଡܑડנ
ऱሎ೯ז।ଉཽנᖏΖ

38

Perhaps, but this is not the reason we should be hosting the Asian Games. I do not
support the hosting of the Asian Games, but I support our athletes. Hosting the event,
like many others have said are not necessary correlations. I am a former Track and
Field athlete for several years. You don't win just because you have fans in the stadium.
Having fans might give you an edge, the extra adrenaline rush, but whether you win or
lose comes from all the training and preparation you have done earlier. If HK athletes
are to succeed, they will need better training and support earlier. Overseas, there are
plenty of lower level sports competitions, in high school, in college/university, etc.
These build up a pool of competitive athletes who train and perform at high levels, not
because of a event over a decade from now. No to Asian Games.

39

Yes, I think so. There will be more facilities, more awareness, more participation and
may be more opportunites to gain businesses involvement or sponsorship in many
kinds of sport we play. Together with the government proactive policy, our athletes will
benefit physically, financially and mentally. No doubt they will have a better chance to
achieve higher standards of performance.

40

The way to achieve higher standards of performance is to devote more resources in
software rather than hardware. I have not done any independent research but the
general wisdom is that very few countries/cities can pull it off financially when they
bring such games to their countries / cities. I think the more pertinent question is not
the one being posed here but what is the HK Government's vision for us generally? We
cannot do everything at once - are we going to be a world class arts hub, center of
excellence in education, medical tourism? Since we are already devoting billions of
financial resources for the WKCC, would it not make better sense for the government
to put more resources in developing our arts education programs? What about putting
the money to good use by encouraging new education initiatives? We seems to always
focus on hardware and not software.
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41

No. I don't agree.
I think our government should improve the sporting facilities and increase training
funding even not hosting Asian Games.

42

ឈྥݺऱمլ౨ז।ࢬڶሎ೯Δ܀ൕݺԼքזڣ।ଉཽऱཾࣺسෑࠐᎅΔڇ
ڶհܓՀֺԫࡳ౨ജ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓΖ

ᇡาطլڇຍᇙᎅΔڂݺᤚຍଡംᠲڶរᎄᖄΖݺᎁᜰᙄࠅሎऱؾ
ऱΔԫࡳլᄎਢڂԱ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓΖאՂऱڃᚨݺຟৰٵრΔނ
ᇷᄭऴ൷᧯ߛਢ່౨༼ֽ֒ؓऱֱऄΖլመΔᜰᙃࠅሎࠡኔڶԫଡኙषᄎޓ
ԵऱᐙΔ༉ਢޏ᧯ߛ֮֏Ζ

ᘋ৬᧯ߛ塢Εᏺߛ᧯ףᖄΕሎ೯ֺڇᏺ࠷ࠋᜎΕᏺףኙᜰᙃሎ೯ᄎऱಘ
ᓵΔຟ౨ףൎषᄎኙ᧯ߛऱᣂࣹΖ13 ڣլឰᏺߛ᧯ףࣷΔॾஒ༉ᄎዬዬᘜ
ԵسΖ૿إऱ᧯ߛଅ౨חषᄎޓൈΔۖڶൈऱ᧯ᕗթ༼ױՠ܂யࡉ
سֽؓΖຍࠄ౨ش८ᙒᘝၦႯΛ

ࢬאᜰᙄࠅሎૹរࠀॺԱ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓΔۖਢޏ᧯ߛଅΔ৬
مൈऱषᄎΖ
43

I support hosting the Asian Games. The main reason is not just promoting higher
performance of our athletics (which it should), but due to the wish that such move
would strengthen HK people's awareness of the importance of sports and exercise, and
the need to engage in regular exercise. Studies have ample evidence to show that
regular exercise could strengthen phycial health, reduce stress (which is very essential
in today's HK work environment), and enhance human interaction in most cases.
Therefore, in addition to building or upgrading our hardware of sports facilities, in
promoting the training of athletes (especially the local born ones), I would suggest
holding a campaign on the promotion of sports and physical exercise as well.

44

No, I don't think hosting the Asian Games will help our athletes to achieve higher
standards of performance. The standard of the athletes should be more or less the same.
However, the fighting spirit of them will be higher if they compete on home ground. It
is the training and commitement of the athletes counts, not hosting the Asian Games.

45

No. I don't think so.
Some may argue that because of the outstanding performance of HK's athletes at this
year's Asian Games, there is strong reason for HK to host AG in 2023. But there is no
logic in it at all. HK athletes perform well because of their efforts.
As athletes, I'd be surprised if they do not support AG, same as all Sports institution.
However, their reason to support is so that there're more facilities and resources. If
that's the case, we should be giving them more facilities and resources directly. Why
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should we need to use AG as an excuse to give them more resources? Govt may even
be spending too much money on running the Games that resources directly given to
athletes may shrink.
46

Better training and more exposure to competition will help achieve higher standards of
performance. Hosting games is too indirect an means of achieving the above objectives
and not value for money spent. If only a small fraction of the sum to be spent hosting
the games were available to financially support our sports men and women so the time
they now spend to work for a living and going out to raise funds for training were spent
on competition and training, it is likely to produce better results.

47

I spend most of my time in Guangzhou and know the city pretty well. During the past
many months Guangzhou had done so much in preparing for the 16th Asian Games.
During this period it was indeed pain in the neck for every single person in
Guangzhou. Because of that I initiatally hold a very negative view in hosting the Asian
Games in Hong Kong. However, after the Guangzhou Asian Games from Nov 12 to
Nov 27, and having had attended the opening and closing ceremony, I now hold a
rather different view.

The hosting of Asian Games in Guangzhou has helped mobilized the majoprity of the
people. Nearly every person was contributing effort to make the event a good success,
which perhaps was only due to "face" reason initially. But I did notice and did have
experienced the genuine dedication of most members. I was impressed that the whole
city had become more intact. I saw good cooperation, good management, and even the
general politeness of the general public was also improved.

Even if Hong Kong was successful in bidding for the hosting, it would be many years
from now and it leaves us sufficient time to do a good preparation without excuse. We
can invite the relevant officials from Guangzhou and even from Beijing (2008
Olympics) as advisors and we learn from their practical experience.

There are surely huge difficulties to overcome but that is exacytly what we need. Hong
Kong is gradually falling behind particularly in comparison to the rapid-rising
Shanghai and other major cities in China. Having the opportunity to host an Asian
Game in Hong Kong it will provide us a good platform to run a good show to prove
that we are still capable and powerful. We need the new spirit to uphold our
confidence.
48

If we want to raise the standard or performance level of HK sport team, I agree to host
Asian Games should not be the main way out. However, I opined that hosting Asian
Games can give local sportmen/ women a clear long term target and strong desire in
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performance recognition at host-venue. Having target and desire to win are essential to
drive them training harder and doing better. Therefore, I believe, the said-hosting shall
form an effective initiative to encourage more and more HK people to participate
sports activities and to enhance the overall morale plus performance of HK sport
team !!
49

ݺᎁᙄࠅሎᄎ༼֒چءሎ೯ऱᖿᚐ,ኙཽءሎ೯૿اؑڇছڶ࿇ཀߜړ
ऱֽؓ,ஞנԱଖᧀ႙ऱګᜎ.ຍᑌՈᄎاؑחኙሎ೯ऱܘԺࠩᎁٵ, ࢬא
ݺԼ։ٵრᙄࠅሎᄎ

50

ሎ೯ֺچءڇਢڶհܓ,ࠀݺ܀լᢥګଉཽشֆኞװᙄࠅሎ,ڂຍ
ᑌࠀլᄎ༼֒چءᖞ᧯ሎ೯ֽᄷ,ழ,ଉཽऱદ⻈᧯ߛ塢܂شڍዝഀᄎ,ْ塢شڍ
 ܂standup show հش,ਙࢌᙄऱֺچءլڍ,ࢬא٦ڍሎ೯塢Ոྤش,ݺཚඨਙ
ࢌലᇷᄭڇشഛಝሎ೯Ղ,ܑਢኙ᧯ೃऱᇷܗӅ

51

Citing tne recent success of many of our athletes in the latest EAG, I view that many of
our athletes do have talents in their respective specialty. The fact that most of the
professional athletes have to leave Hong Kong for the majority time of the year for
training overseas reflects Hong Kong is in lack of top grade training facilities and
venue and may be in some cases, top grade coaches. If Hong Kong can host the 2023
EAG, and in turn upgrade all of the sports facilities, then all Hong Kong athletes will
have suitable venues and facilities for training and hence attract more tip-top coaches.
These will surely boost their standard to the international standard. On the other hand,
they do not have to leave their families for most of the time in the year and therefore
will enhance their emotional support and sense of belonging. These will all do good to
improve their standard of performace.
In short, I agree with the hosting of 2023 EAG by HKSAR would in the long term
upgrade the standard of performace of the HK athletes and enhance their
competitiveness with other internatioanl athletes.

52

عᙄࠅሎᄎܡ౨ࣙ༼ܛمچਜ,חሎ೯ֽؓડଆෳၞΛԼڣছψଉཽԫࡳ
ωԫݰऱعᙄ,Ծڶሎ೯ऱֽᄷࠐડధႯΛଡԳᎁعᙄፖ༼ֽ֒ؓਢࠟ
ࠃڃ,Օ୮ࢬߠڍশࡉᐖعڠᙄפګ,ࠟଡؑ(լਢᇠഏ)ऱሎ೯ֽᄷԾڕ۶Λ
ࡐྥعᙄᄎཙሎ೯ࠐඨමַྐऱய࣠,החଚڇޓᜱ߬ᛩቼխܘԺ,܀Ղڻԫ
عݰᙄՕඓ,รԲٽڃաݝנ,Օ୮⍂ࣔػ༉ጩଉཽڕ۶હᔾల㧺װ䛅ป,૿ኙ۫ࠅ
֗তࠅ侶֫,ԫᑌլ࣐ડഐ,ޓ۶उچࠅޔڕឌΕֲՈ۞աڕڶრጩᒌࡋ.ઌֺ
ದஂᐖڠ㢆ጠՏᏙᇷᄭؚທࠅሎ,ଉཽքЀᏙቃጩړቝ⥡ᙒନᤜ┊,܀ૉటऱ
ದࠐԾ၌֭֟ڍ,Ծࠡխլ֟چբެࡳլᄅޏ৬ࡋΜ
ࡤ֎ᓵڕ۶,ݺΓ֘ኙعᙄࠅሎ,ࡨึנ࿇រਢړ,ਢפګᄎ,ۖ༉ጩటऱګ
פ,،լਢჶႈ(ሎ್)ࢨ҆ࡅࢵଡچ(ࠅࣟڕሎ) -- Ղ૪ॸृءբࠩ
ᔎᆬ,ം㣐ڶٝՠ܂䄊ԳຟवΖ2023 ࠅሎ,ᝑ䄊এ֓༓ഏ୮ࡉچ,၌መնЀଡሎ
೯ႈؾ,এ࣐ܴΛ
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53

ݺઌॾਢאױऱΔڂ᧯ߛഗ࣍ኆ࠷ᑻྨΕཽΕଡԳΕቸၷञ٠ऱ֨ኪΔ
ࡳؘ٤ԺאΔٍૹࣹޓሎ೯ઝᖂΔᚥܗࠝ༼ֽࣙؓࡉ౨ԺΔਚڼΔऴ൷ࢨၴ
൷ࠩחچሎ೯ऱ।ֽؓࣙ༼ࢬڶΖ

54

There is no such relationship with hosting AG and higher performance. Aiming at
getting awards only is not an appropriate attitude of promoting athletic atmosphere in
Hong Kong. It's because most of the people do not have the chance to get the award.

55

Hosting the Asian Games and helping athletes to achieve higher standard of
performance are separate issues. If they are any good, they certainly do not need the
"home turf' advantage to achieve better results. They did very well at the recent Asian
Games away from home turf.

Though the estimate for Asian Games had been trimmed down to 6 billion, this is only
playing with figures to deceive the public. Will the HKSAR government tell us which
projects could be completed within budget. Look at the Stonecutter Bridge, the current
MTR South Island Line and an extension line in Kowloon. If Hong Kong succeeded in
bidding for the Asian Games, Legislative Council would have no choice but to approve
whatever money that is actually required. The money could be well spent on better
long term planning and training of atheletes, as well as for the well-being of the needy
and solving the entrenched social conflicts.

I do not support spending such a huge sum to satisfy the vain glory of a few people.
The so-called glory will vanish like fireworks in a matter of 2 weeks.

The Secretary for Home Affairs said Hong Kong could afford the money but is money
pouring into where it is most needed?
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P-T2
Topic ID 2: Do you think hosting the Asian Games will be an important milestone for the
development of sport in Hong Kong?
൞ᎁᙄࠅሎᄎᄎګܡଉཽ᧯ߛ࿇୶ऱૹߺ࿓ᅾΛ
Message
Message
ID
56

It will be definitely an important milestone for the development of sport in Hong Kong.
But to review the budget, I will suggest the budget for something more meaningful.

57

No. A more thoroughly thoughtout government policy on sports development is a more
urgent matter.

58

Yes, it will be an important milestone for the development of sport in Hong Kong and
will be a good motivation to put forward the sport in HK, not only the athletes
performance but also the quality of sport facilities in HK, it will be good for all general
public in HK.

59

I am in full support of this proposed initiative. By 2023 we are half way between 1997
and 2047 by which time we will have a much closer economic tie among the Asian
countries and this will be a good timing to host an Pan Asian sports activity. This will
also give us a chance to plan for our urban development over the next 13 years with a
long term perspective.

60

The Asian Games itself is an important milestone. It will enhance public participation
and interest in sports. Events achievement will also enhance community cohesion
which is needed for the present social norm of Hong Kong.

61

I don't think so, because the price tag is too high.

62

ᘋ৬Օၦ࣍೯৵᧢ܐܐ堚堚ऱ塢ࢨਜ, լߠᑑԱᏖଖࣲऱ࿇
୶.

63

No matter what, hosting a big spot events would be an important milestone for
development of sport in HK in general. Whether this is a successful or not will be a
different stories. I think the current economic structures in HK are too dependent on
property development/banking/finanical industries, as competition from Shanghai,
shenzhen, singapore are expected to increase significantly for next 5, 10, 15yrs. I think
HK gov't should think about other new industries and development of sport
platform/hub for chinese athlete (inc. HK and mainland) to west may be a good ideas.
A standard athlete commercial negotiation platform for west to find and sign contracts
with athlete from HK and mainland. Therefore, if HK gov't have a complete plan for
what we should do to bring +ve impact to HK before/during/after 2023 Asian Games.
Should be good for HK in all aspects.
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64

No.  ޕᣝੱ , ៖ᖻ,  ޕᙩ winning the Olympic metals are milestones whereas
hosting Asian Games would neither motivate professional athletes nor the tourism
industry.

65

ૉ౨פګᙄࠅሎᄎ,ᅝྥᄎګଉཽ᧯ߛ࿇୶ऱૹߺ࿓ᅾ,ڂ،ࠌଉཽ᧯ߛ
ࠃᄐՂԱԫଡᄅၸ.ૹޓऱਢ,ױၞޡԫ֒༼ޡଉཽ۟אࠅڇഏᎾऱᐙԺ,
৬مഏᎾՕຟᄎΕԺՕຟᄎऱഏᎾݮွ. ڼڂ,ع䕘ࠅሎፖܡ,ೈԱฤءګٽய
墿Εܓڶᆖᛎ࿇୶؆,ૹޓऱਢ,ࠩعפګᙄኙଉཽ९֗ᖞ᧯࿇୶ऱૹრ
ᆠ.؆,塢ऱ৬ᘋ,Ոױ೯༉ᄐۯऱᏺף,ᇞެԫຝٝ༉ᄐ֗ساംᠲ.ᅝྥ,
ᝫەᐞࠅሎᄎݙ৵,ڶᣂ塢ऱך։شܓംᠲ,ᒔঅױᥛ࿇୶.

66

ءԳլਢሎ೯Δ܀ᇬംመլ֟ሎ೯֖ࣛΰࠡխࠟזۯ।ཽၷנᙑαኙ࣍عᙄ
ࠅሎऱऄΖהଚᎁΔଉཽ᧯ߛᏁऱਢ९ቤΔ࣠ڕଉཽਙࢌԱࠅሎۖ
ᇷߛ᧯ܗ࿇୶ΔຍਢྡྷរᙑᎄΖױਢΔ࣠ڕଉཽਙࢌԱ᧯ߛ࿇୶ۖᇷࠅܗሎΔ
ࠀီࠅሎ९᧯ߛቤऱࠡխԫଡរΔঞሎ೯ᄎႜ֭ٻࠅሎΖᅝྥΔຍ
ਢ༓ଡሎ೯ऱრߠΔਙࢌᚨᇠ״ၲԫଡՕীᘬᇬᄎΔᝮᓮࢬڶሎ೯ऱז
।ΔᇬംࠡኙࠅعऱრߠΔࠀطຂࠅعऱࡴஂנΔઌॾषᄎᝨᓵᄎڂ
վڻᘬᇬᄎۖࡳᓳΖ

67

a milestone for hong kong definitely in terms of the sense of achievement if we could
be awarded the organization of the event. but that does not necessarily mean that it is
'the' milestone' for the development of sporting events in hong kong. i think we need to
differentiate the difference between economic return to success of our athletes, which i
see no relationship between the two.

68

Yes... Why do we have to pay $50B for such a milestone? It is totally unjustifiable.

69

ߢڶଉཽ౨عפګᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎΔ֒༼ܗڶഏᎾݮွ֗षᄎۯچΖءࠉ܀Գࢬ
ߠΔᚨૹរەᐞ֗ᛀီᅝՀऱଉཽܡڶ౨ԺعפګᙄΔۖॺመݶঞૹ࣍ط
ࠡࢬࠐऱܓ墿ፖᐙᐋ૿ՂΖ ༉چߪ۞֗ైڂයٙૻֱࠫ૿൶ಘΔଉֶཽ
ߩജऱ᧯ߛਜࡉഗ៕ᇷᄭΔਢኙԮۍᆄؑاऱഗߛ᧯ءਜᏁآٍޣ౨ڶய
የߩΙףՂΔԫٻऱՒچᇷᄭֶΔࠃኔՂᣄאႃխᘋ৬ߩജऱሎ೯ࢨ᧯ߛ塢
אየߩࠅሎᄎऱኔᎾᏁޣΖ ڇጥംᠲՂΔႊवࠅሎᄎհࠃႈࠅֺࣟؾሎݮޓ
ڍΔࠌܛ։ཋࢨچᇷᄭઌॾٍᣄڶאயݔጥΔৰՕᖲᄎທګψ۞ٺਙω
ऱൣउขسΖ ጵᨠۖߢΔၸኔլࡵعᙄ 2023 ڣऱࠅሎᄎΔ᜕ࠌଉཽբ࣍ 2008
ڣᜰᙄሎ್֗ڣװऱࣟࠅሎΔٵᑌٍߠآ౨חࠌطଉཽؑاኙ᧯ߛࠃ೭ऱ
ፖ৫༼ࢬڶΔཏሙऱψ᧯ߛܐტωࠉྥڇژΙଙլڕᆵኔطچഗ֛פءທದΔ
ലڶᣂᇷ८ᐸཱིޏڶऱ᧯ߛਜࡉഛಝሎ೯ΔڕΚᏺףᒭ֭ܗ࠰֗چ
ڍޓሎ೯נ؆ֺีאᗨڍޓᆖ᧭Δലދᇷ࣍ࠐآթޓڶऱᐙΔ֠א
ሎ೯ऱᖞ᧯।ֽؓംᠲՂޏΔۖॺొאᑇڻՕীሎ೯ᄎ౨ሒીቃཚய࣠Ζ

ઌॾ  ڶৱ  ڶഗ៕࿇୶ ޓ ګᑵΔץਔໂݙ֗ ሎ೯۞ ߪऱֽؓᔆై༼֒
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Δթ٦ەᐞᚨعܡᙄࠅሎᄎࡉ౨ܡฤཽءٽऱᖞ᧯ܓ墿৾ݮޓᅝΔٍਢᏺؑף
اऱދԵ৫່ڶயऱֱऄΖ

70

its a milestone, but may not be sustainable. take a look of the Equestrian sports
nowadays... there is a trend shortly after the event, but the popularity and sustainability
of sports in daily life is another important issue

71

Yes, it is a milestone but expensive one and probably not worth for.

72

ݺઌॾᙄࠅሎᄎऱᒔᄎګଉཽ᧯ߛ࿇୶ऱૹߺ࿓ᅾΔڂૉ౨عפګᙄࠅ
ሎΔਙࢌࡳؘᄎ࣋ދᇷᄭጐၦലࠅሎᜰᙄڶᜢۥڶΔٍۖؑاᄎԱԫٝዊᥩ
ტۖٽਙࢌऱൻਜΖۖΔኙ᧯ߛࠝ֗ቸၷࠐᎅΔਢᣄऱՕړᖲᄎΔലᄎ
٤ԺאཽΕଡԳΕቸၷञ٠Δۖ᧯ߛ壄壀ٍᄎڼڂᅈ࿇ΔڼڕΔߛ᧯ח
ီૹޓሎ೯ઝᖂΖࢬאΔઌॾലᄎඊದԫଡࠅሎᑷᑪΔٍਢଉཽ᧯ߛࠃᄐଊႨ
࿇୶ऱԫଡړழᖲΖ៶ထຍࠄړܓයٙΔᄎଉཽऱ᧯ߛࠃᄐ࿇୶Ղԫଡ
ၸΖ
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P-T3
Topic ID 3: Would it be in Hong Kong’s overall interest, in sport development, social and economic
terms, to host the Asian Games in 2023, having regard to the cost and other relevant
considerations?
ഗ࣍ၲ֭֗ࠡהઌᣂైڂΔعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎਢܡฤٽଉཽߛ᧯ڇ࿇୶Εषᄎ֗
ᆖᛎֱ૿ऱᖞ᧯ܓ墿Λ
Message
Message
ID
73

First of all, the aim of hosting the Asian Games are promoting the images of HK and
upgrading the standard of our athletes. As HK is a famous financial city, I don't think
this event can help too much, secondly, using so much money to host it do not have a
direct impact on raising their standard, I prefer making use of the amount to train our
candidates can get more effects.

74

After the experience of the Beijing Olympics, I aware that the Shanghai Expose is
more worthwhile, since they last much longer and it benefit to all concern. I would
suggest the budget go to improve the Hong Kong World financial Image instead.

75

I think the money should be used to promote Hong Kong people's interest in sports
directly. Things to be done include revising the school curriculum (put more emphasis
on sports), providing more spots facilities regionally and recruit more qualified trainers
in various sports.

76

At this moment, NOT, especially most of the the people have not participated the
develpment / operation of Sport Activity in HK. I think HKSAR should do more
promotion, like road show and advertisment to let HK people know more about the pro
and con / short term and long term / direct and indirect benefits of hosting the Game in
HK.

77

To put things into perspective - West Kowloon Cultural District Authority is given
HK$21.6billion. Express Rail's budget is HK$68billion. Asian Games alone is
HK$13.7-14.5billion (the sites at Kai Tak MPSC and the other projects is estimated to
cost another $30.17 billion). While West Kowloon, the Express Rail and the Kai Tak
MPSC etc facilities (not yet approved by Lego) are arguably for the longer-term
development of HK, HK$13.7-14.5 are one-off and not recoverable. Agree with others
that this amount would be much better spent to directly achieve the objectives set out
in the Consultation paper i.e. promote sports development (develop long-term plan to
train and support professional athletes), stimulate economic activities (employment
created by Asian Games is short-lived, funds could be better used to promote long-term
economic activities); enhance social cohesion (East Asian Games prove that the effect
is short-lived)
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78

ଶመعᙄऱֱூΔ܂ଉཽऱԫٝΔᜰᙄࠅሎਢ֒༼אױഏᎾۯچΖ┊܀መ
ઌᣂၲ֭ࡉءګΖءԳԫۍᆄଡլᢥګΔᙒএشࠡࢬΔޏߛਜࡉ༼֒
ሎႧ।ዝլԫࡳᜰᙄࠅሎΖଉཽԫଡشತऱਙࢌΔᣂࣹٺၸᐋؑا
壂ࡉܓൈਜΖ߷شᏖ ڍ140 Ꮩ (ױ౨լચຍᑇ)Δ܀Ԯڍۍᆄؑا٥ࢭٵᖜΔ
រૠຟਢլՈܣ...༼֒ৄؑऱഏᎾۯچΔլڕቝᄅࡕףჶԫ్ֱ࿓ڤ߫Δ٤
ڶԫᏙԳگΔլਢ֏ޓጩႯΛ ݺ৬ᤜਙࢌլڕक़ԼڍᏙց৬ࠄڍߛ
ਜΔ༉౨የߩݺଚৰاؑڍᏁΖ

79

I never subscribes to the idea of using an international game to promote sports amongst
the masses. Having a Liu Xiang does not make everyone in China a hurdler. Having a
Guo Jingjing does not make everyone a good diver. They are elite atheletes training to
snatch gold medals and has no bearing on ordinary people. The Games can make a
good excuse for us to improve on our sports facilities, but if we have the resolve, why
don't we simply upgrade that instead. I am neutral but we must have a clear objective.
With the Guangzhou Asian Games less than two months away, can we not wait until
we have the initial assessment of the Guangzhou Asian Games before we make our
decision? They are near enough, with a lower cost base and we can also assess both the
tangible and the intangible benefits.

80

No, it won't be cost-effective to host the AG. Remember we have burning social
problems (poverty, educational inadequacies, housing needs, elderly care, etc.) to fix.
The AG budget of over HK$300b (may double by the 2020's) can be spent in
ameliorating acute social problems as well as meeting the need for upgrading our
atheletes' standard. If such a huge amount is spent on hosting AG, we'd likely have an
even more divided society than a more integrated and harmonious one.

81

ᣄאᎁٵ. ԫႈڼڕՕীऱ೯, ၲ֭ԫᛩኣኣ༓۩(ॵٙ p.25).ᅝխऱᑨڇ
ءګ,ࠡהᛜሎၲ֭,۟ຏຟਢآवհᑇ. ڕ۶ࠠᎅࣚԺחՕฒઌॾދԵऱ
षᄎᇷᄭటऱڃ"ࢬڶ"?

82

ءԳᎁعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎլٽଉཽऱᖞ᧯ܓ墿Ηຍਢ֟ᑇԳऱ֨ᣋΗ༉א
ՀᑇរڃᚨΚ Ѿ༼֒ሎ೯ऱ।Ηᢥ֒༼ܗڶګழၴ।Δࣟࠅሎ৵༉व
ሐѿޏ᧯ߛਜΗᢥګΔլ堚ࣈࢨᝫҀֆฒፖ᧯ߛ೯Ηࣟࠅሎৰڍ
॰ปՈਢਙࢌࢨ܍၄࿇Δ܀ৰڍႈؾսߩജᨠฒΔ۶उਢޓՕীऱࠅ
ሎᄎΔ֊֎۷ཽԳऱދԵҁףൎषᄎᕩፋԺΗٵრᄎףൎኙሎ೯ࡉଉཽԳߪ
ٝऱᕩΔ܀༉ร҃រऱ┊ऄᄎທګषᄎ։֏҂ࠨᖿᆖᛎ೯ΗᜰᙄՕীሎ೯ᄎΔ
ᄎኙ࿇୶խഏ୮ΔچڶᚥܗΔኙ࿇ሒچΔਢృ堸֜ؓΔଉཽլᏁຍࠄ
҃ᙄࠅሎᄎऱᑨءګڇΗڇऱءګաৰ௯ՕΔۖਙࢌ२ڣऱႈؾತਙቃጩ
၌֭ৰڍΔࠩழᠻॡᣄՀΔլᤉᥛլ۩Δຍᄎທګषᄎኙਙࢌऱլॾٚࡉࡴ
֍ऱᡖጊ ᜔عᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎړڶΔބ܀լࠩॺᙄլױऱطΔਙࢌ
পᇬऱᖕቝഔ֊ࠐנऱΖฅຶຍࠄՈਢݺଚ࿔ԳऱᙒΔݺլუګݙڇشਬࠄ
ԳऱኄუࡉᏺይਬࠄԳऱ๛ץՂΖ
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ݺᎁعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎኙ࣍ଉཽאڶՀړΚ 1. ༼֒چءऱ᧯ߛֽؓΚྤᓵ
ਢሎ೯ऱֽؓᝫਢ᧯ߛਜऱֽؓΔ܂ഏᎾৄؑऱଉཽΔڇຍֱࠟ૿ኔڇਢ
ൎԳრΙ࣠ڕ౨ᜰᙄࠅሎΔঞڶඨ౨༼֒ຍֱࠟ૿ऱֽؓ 2. ༼֒ଉཽፖఇԿ
ߡऱᘜٽΚૉଉཽᜰᙄࠅሎΔྥؘٻᐖ࠷ڠᆖΔࠌᆕֱཽࠟޓڶऱ܂ٽΙڼ
؆Δଉཽࠅሎլԫࡳ٤ຝႈڇؾଉཽၞ۩ΔאױᐸנԫࠄႈؾղڅΕᐖڠΕխ
՞ՕৄؑᜰᙄΔ߷Ꮦଉཽঁ౨ፖఇԿߡڶၞԫޡऱᘜٽΔូڃբᆖԼڍڣԱΔ
ଉཽፖփؑৄچऱᘜٽኙਢྤױᝩ܍ऱՕႨ ݦඨ֖ړֱٺլψωൕತਙ
֭ࠐ૿ֱנᘝၦਢܡᚨᇠᜰᙄࠅሎΔࠅሎࡨึਢԫଡৄؑऱฐࠃΔᚨᇠൕլֱٵ
૿ࠐᘝၦਢܡଖ

84

ᇖߩԫរΔ400 ڍᏙऱၲ֭ۿৰڍΔ܀ኔᔆՂຍၲ֭ᚨᇠᦝ։ 13 (ڣ2010 2023)ࠐΔ۟ᚨᇠᦝ։ףޓ९ऱழၴࠐΔࢬא࣓ۿ၆ऱזᏝࠡኔױ౨ढ
ࢬڶଖ
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In term of economic impact, I think hosting Asian games 2023 will bring +ve impact to
HK economy, this will create more job opportunities construction workers or low skill
set workers (make sure local workers will get the job first). To help us understand the
logic a bit more, I think this project should break into 3 stages; 1st stage - money spend
to build infrastructure or facilities to meet the asian games requirement. - Based on the
initial estimation from consultant, HK gov't will spend at least HK$14B. This will
create employments for construction workers (jobs must give to local workers first). 
Since we are hosting the games, therefore, as a hosting country, HK gov't wants our
athletes to have better performances, more $$$ will spend to get better
coaching/training scheme for talent local athletes. This not only will create job
opportunities our future athletes, but also for existing athlete and will be retired for
next few years as the demand for coaches are expected to increase. 2nd stage - close or
during the 2023 Asian games. - increase tourist visiting HK from all overall the worlds
for watching the games. Also, commercial advertising and sponsorship for HK athletes.
3rd stage - after 2023 games. - Those infrastructure/facilities can be served as tourist
spots and also used for future big sport events (e.g. world cups to be hosted in China
and HK will be able to have good facilities to host few games). Therefore, if HK gov't
can manage the spending budget within the initial estimation, make sure every $$ spent
will create job opportunites for HK local people first and a concrete plan for
before/during/after 2023 Asian games. I think we should support HK to HOST the
2023 ASIAN GAMES.

86

عᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎषᄎՂڶৰՕऱڃ,ᎁ೯ ش140 ڍᏙցऱֆ࢈,ᨃԳڶ၄
հጊ....षᄎՂ່Օऱᜢଃਢਙࢌኑᣋ ࣋ދ140 Ꮩჶࠅሎຟದࡺৢᇞެؑࡺا۰
ऱᏁء !ޣԳᎁਢࠟᒘऱࠃ! ਙࢌԱᇞެؑاኙࠅሎऱᎄᇞᚨᐖऑچᆵ
ᜰᙄᘬᇬᄎ, ԫֱ૿ਙࢌᚨኧࢍᇞެؑاऱ۰ৢᏁ, ૹᄅቤࢪৢਙ, א
྇᎘षᄎऱ֘ኙᜢଃ!
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ݺኙᚨعܡᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎمڶآΔݦ܀ඨՕ୮ൕאՀߡ৫৸ەຍٙࠃΚ 1. ࠅ
ሎऱߡਢࠅऱሎ೯Δݺଚᚨܡൕሎ೯ऱߡ৫ࠐەᐞᚨعܡᙄࠅሎΛ 2.
լ֟Գޅေਙࢌլᇞެຆ༄ᣬΕࢪৢംᠲΕࠟᙞംᠲΔথ ش440 Ꮩعᙄࠅሎਢ
ྡྷរᙑۯΔ܀ਙࢌڶڶᜢࣔψݺᄎჶ 2023 ࠅڣሎΔլᄎࠡהംᠲωΛڕ
࣠ڶΔ܀Օ୮լឰޅေਙࢌΔ܍آψؚᒟ౻Գω 3. ԫڻመנᇷ 440 Ꮩᅝྥਢ
ԫ؎ཱིΔڶڶ܀უመല 440 Ꮩᦝၲ 13 ࠐڣૠጩΛࠅ࣍طሎᄎࠐԫࡳ९ய
墿ΔՕ୮Ծڶڶუመല 440 ᦝၲ 20 ࠐڣૠጩΛᦝ࣠ڕၲ 20 ڣΔڣޢਢ 22
Ꮩ 4. ଉཽعᙄࠅሎᄎΔኙլਢଉཽऱࠃΔ۟֟ଉཽࡳؘᄎٻᐖ࠷ڠᆖΔࠀ
ፖڅΕۅᙰৄؑಘ܂ٽᜰᙄࠅሎऱംᠲΔڼܗڶࡳؘᆕཽ܂ٽΔຍႈ९
ய墿ਢܡଖ...Λߠլ֟ؑشاψ၄८ᙒωࡉψړՕפωঁޔᖞଡ
ಘᓵΔኔחڇԳ֨࿀......
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I only support the hosting of Asian Games if the money is spent on building more sport
facilities for the future use by the citizens. For example, the tennis and badminton
facilities are seriously inadequate. But if the money is spent for allowing people to see
the performance of games, such as the current wastage of money in re-building a
swimming pool in the Victoria Park, then I shall object the hosting because the money
spent is only for satisfactory of the personal ego of certain government officials.

89

Definitely not in HK's overall interest. There are so many things that HK needs to
focus on and this is definitely not one of them. HK should also consider the political
impact as I am sure that the opposition force will be strong.
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ଉཽعᙄࠅሎवڍ䢅 ! !

ࠅሎ೯ᄎΔ១ጠࠅሎᄎΔਢ٤ࠅ່Օᑓऱጵࢤٽऱሎ೯ᄎΖطଈࡻ࣍ 1951
ٱڣ৫ᄅᐚߺऱࠅሎᄎၲࡨΔࠅሎᄎຩ۴ݺଚګ९բ ڶ15 ࡻΕ२ 60 ଡڣᙰԱΖ ଉ
ཽعᙄࠅሎאױႯΛ ! !

ڇਗᙇᙄࠅሎऱৄؑழଢΔࠅࠃᄎᄎەᐞعٺᙄৄؑऱ౨Ժࡉᆖ᧭ڍႈ
ైڂΔࠡխץਔֺچऱֽؓΕ൷ৱၷٔऱᙇ֫ޘΕᅝچଢΕٌຏΕ
एڜणउΖ ! !

ᐖڠ༉ਢᆖመԱאՂૹڍऱ᧭ەΔ ࣍פګ2010  ڣ11 ִലᜰᙄร 16 ࡻࠅሎᄎΖ
ृ֨խܛழขسԱԫଡጊംΚਝྥᐖאױڠΔ߷ᏖଉཽࡋΛଉཽאױႯΛ ! !

ᝫಖ ڇ2000 ڣऱழଢΔଉཽعᙄ 2006 ࠅڣሎඓ࣍ڍশΔᅝழ֨խტࠩլਢ࠺
ࠝΔ܀սᄎ༇ૹေࡡᄎऱဪܒΖվ֚Δଉཽຌ࿏ٙऱ᧯ߛֲ墿ݙΔೈፖԶ
Օೃீ܂ٽഛߛ壄ሎ೯؆ΔଉཽᜰᙄՕীሎ೯ᄎऱᆖ᧭ᏺڍԱΔ࠰ڕᙄ 2008
ࠇקڣሎऱ್ႈפګࢍڣװࡉؾᜰᙄࣟࠅሎΖ
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ࠅعᣂ֭اؑ࣍ڇ ! !

عᙄՕীऱሎ೯ᄎΔྥؘᄎחՕ୮۞ྥᜤუದહ৵ࠐऱᆖᛎய墿ΖྥۖΔࠀॺ
ڻޢᜰᙄՕীሎ೯ᄎຟ౨ᙒΔࠌܛਢᜰᙄ్ऱሎᄎΔՈڶᙄഏנ
፱ऱࠏΖ ! !

ᇩឈڼڕΔྤᓵਢعᙄࠅሎᄎࢨሎᄎΔᤁञຟਢԼ։ᖿ௺ऱΔઃعڂᙄऱრᆠΔ
ֺԫ֊८ᙒگ墿ޓૹΖଉཽ܂ڍց֏ऱৄؑΔعᙄࠅሎױᕁࡐࠡࠅሎຟᄎ
ऱۯچΔࠌԳवሐଉཽೈԱڶψోཽω८ᘜխ֨ऱભټ؆ΔՈٵᑌࣹૹࠡהข
ᄐऱ࿇୶Ζڼ؆Δףൎං೯᧯ߛਙΔחױޓଉཽګᜰᙄ᧯ߛฐࠃऱֱچΔኙ
؆֒༼ױഏᎾݮွΔኙփԾاؑ֒༼ױᔆైࡉංᐖൈسΔൕۖ྇֟᠔᛭ᖜΖ
܀ฅຶعᙄሎऱ၄࣓ش၆Δૠጩऴ൷ၲ֭բሒ 137 Ꮩ۟ 145 ᏙցΔਢԫଡॺ
ൄᡓՕऱᑇؾΖၲ֭ΔشऱਢؑاऱᙒΕਢՕ୮٥ٵᖑڶऱᇷขΔڇᘝၦၲ֭ፖ
ܓ墿հၴΔཽࢌؘႊშૹەᐞΔࠫࡳנԫ۩ױኔᎾऱֱூΔאֆؓֆإֆၲऱ
ֱڤΔᎅ֭ࣚؑاڶᣂֱூΖ ! !

ᝫಖ 1996 ڣΔ
ψଅհٿωޕᣝੱཽটኆ८ྨழऱൣݮႯΛᅝڣृڣધࡸ՛Δ
ഄս౨ტ࠹ࠩᅝխྤૻऱஙࡉᘋᕿΖଉཽԳൄᎄאΔ֚ޢՠ܂ૹΔྤᄈ
ᄎՠא܂؆ऱࠃൣΖࠡ܀ኔΔሎ೯־ᑷऱጟԫऴཬ࣍ଉཽԳऱ֨խΖृઌ
ॾΔଉཽऱሎ೯ᑷᄎψԫᑷ༉ᄎᑷದࠐω
ΔعᙄࠅሎլᄎګψՕػွωΔᨃݺ
ଚᏘ֨ञ࠷Δ 2023 ڣଉཽࠅሎࡅψଉཽԫࡳωΜ

2010.09.27 ګ࣍ע
91

լ֘ኙΔথৰᣄ֭Ζ ᑉᚶՀءګլᎅΔعפګᙄࠅڕሎຍᣊՕী᧯ߛฐࠃΔ
ኙषᄎᅝྥܓڶΖ۞ڇ୮ৄؑᜰᙄࠅՕীႈؾΔᒔڶᕩፋاฒऱய墿Δٺנ
ጟإ౨ၦΰᙄړऱᇩΔٱ৫ऱᜤ߶ሎ೯ᄎᤂໂঁवα
Δױ࣍ψࡉᘫωषᄎΖ
٦Δԫଡ౨ࠩഏᎾषᄎᎁࡉٵᢥᓾऱऱฐࠃΔᒔኔ౨ཽԳࠐ۞ᎌΖຍֱ
૿ΔءԳਢ֭ऱΖ ᆖᛎய墿ֱ૿ΔءԳထኔڶآറᄐᇷေ۷Δԫଡ۷ૠᏁ
אᑇۍאᏙցऱ࣋ދΕܛழگԵڶԼᑇᏙցऱႈؾΔشԫጟψ़ᓫωᎅऄ֭װ
ڶψ९ᆖᛎܓ墿ω
ΔઌॾഄڶറᄐԳՓթ౨༼ࠎრߠΖ۷ૠࠅሎ౨֧ܮᑇאᆄ
ૠऱ௧؆ሏড়ࠩΔءԳઌॾᓳऱᑇڗΔ܀ૉ 2023 ڣऱٵཚլᜰᙄࠅሎΔ߷ຍ
ᑇᆄཽሏড়ऱᑇڗΰլૠءբڶऱড়Գڻα
ΔԾᄎ᧢ܡሿΛຍයԫࠐԫڃऱ
ᑇΔᚨᇠԵەᐞᒤΔۖլᚨψωނچຍԫᆢளড়ࡳࢤψࠅڶሎլ
ࠐཽωऱᆢิΖ

ءԳ࿇।ऱΔਢᣂ࣍᧯ߛ࿇୶ऱܓ墿ΖԫچᎅΔԾᚶՀءګլᎅΔعפګ
ᙄࠅሎᅝྥฤߛ᧯ٽ࿇୶ऱܓ墿Ζ܀ΔംԫΔᙄࠅሎڕक़༓ۍᏙΙ߷Δ
क़ᑇۍאᏙցࠐ࿇୶ଉཽ᧯ߛΔຍߒຶਢعנ༼ܡᙄࠅሎԳՓऱ֨խࢬუΛᝫ
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ਢԱعᙄࠅሎΔႉჺנ౨ψ࿇୶ଉཽ᧯ߛωऱᓵរࠐ֭܂Λଖ৸Ζ ଉ
ཽਢഏᎾ८ᘜխ֨Ε٤ԿՕᘜᇷ֗ैปؑΕԫ్ৄؑΔբլਢཛՔऱࠃΖ
ԫଡࠅሎΔ౨ܡ٦ނଉཽಬՂᐋᑔΔߠոߠཕΖଉཽਢԫଡբ࿇୶(well-developed)
ৄؑΔषᄎ֗ᆢฒኙ᧯ߛऱᎁᢝΕᏁ֭ࡉޣګߠڰᑵΖֱֺᎅଉཽߩΔᏺᆖ
ڶመऱ٠ᔕᄣִΔ࠹ؑڣ֟ॹ֗اᖑᚮΖڣޢլߩڣ֟ॹಝᒭ࿇୶ૠቤΔ
ᖂֺΕᖂ壄Εߏীᄐ塒ᜤΔ݁ਢଉཽߩऱૹ֨Ζਙࢌመװኙߩ
Ծڶ۶ጟ֭Λԫ࣎ߡऱิظᜤΔ ڶ13 ԳԵᨠΖߩ᜔ჶړፖ
ܡΔլፊլംΙطᎬ᧯۟זڣೃΔਢॹ֟ڣኙߩऱԫଡխ᠏ీΖ࣠Δᅝڣ
᧯ೃڍނଡߩش᧢ޏຜΔ߷ጟᏱऱ؈ᆵტΔԳऊໜΖཽၷࠅࣟڇሎটኆ
ெগΔᆄԳᦟࡅ໘७ΔऱܘԺ჻໌ທࠋᜎΔຶګԱਙࢌᙄࣟࠅሎऱګ༉Δ
ڶ܍آរߢመࠡኔΖ ଉཽᏺ٠ऱሎ೯ࠩףΔګߠآᜎऱខࠍᡗΔߠࣟ
ࠅሎ৵᠏ᙰࠩࡱמሎᄎᇷऱሎ೯ऱᎾሖΔمઢߠᐙΔټ೫ࠡኔΔᙁ
ᤢؚΖբڶ९࿇୶ᖵऱଉཽ᧯ߛΔվழվֲΔᝫᏁאᙄࠅሎऱଗՑࠐ࿇
୶ߛ᧯چءႯΛຍֱಾآཊஐፂΔۿਢא࿇୶ߛ᧯چءعᙄࠅሎऱଗՑΖ 
ᏺاףฒኙሎ೯ऱᎁᢝࡉ֭ΔߠᜰᨫؾऱઈߩࠃΔءԳ୮խਝڶ
堚ฏΔڶڶᒵሽီΔԾլޢࠃࠩᑔܣ၄Δഄࠩڶᨠᓾ
ڣԫ৫ऱ᧯ᕽฐࠃΖਙࢌኙऴᐾᦞլףᄎΔאױᎅຍਢᄐ۩Δڇᇷ
ءᆠषᄎسঁᇿᙟሏᚭঞΖ

߷ΔعᙄࠅሎΔࠐۿԾਢԫᒌسრΔᚨᇠᎅΔਢԫᒌءԳլထፖ፱ऱ
سრΖ ᐿ֨۞ംΔଗعشᙄࠅሎΕक़ՂᑇۍאᏙցࠐ࿇୶ଉཽ᧯ߛΔءԳԫ
ጟ۞ؚᏯ֣ऱტᤚΖჺعנᙄࠅሎऱړ܂ᖕΔۖլ֘৸ଉཽ᧯ߛ۶آ
բᆖޓڶၞޡڍऱ࿇୶Δ۞נਙࢌհՑΔኙଉཽ᧯ߛਢլຂٚऱߢ۩ΖԼڣছ
عᙄ؈ඓΔآࠩࣟࠅሎհছΔམ༓۶ழᦫᎅመψ࿇୶ଉཽ᧯ߛωऱߠᤜΖૉ
ᆵኔعᙄԾڻ؈ඓΔ߷ਢܡԾ٦ԼڣΔٍ٦ڍऱழၴΔթ౨ᦫࠩլव߷ࡻ
ਙࢌఄ٦ჺנψ࿇୶ଉཽ᧯ߛωऱՕᆠΛެࡳعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎհছΔᚨ٦ڻԾ
٦ڻ৸ଉཽऱ᧯ߛᚨᇠڕ۶࿇୶Δթ٦ނຍᓵរ࣋ܣנΖ ່৵Δعאڕᙄࠅ
ሎԫᐋ૿ৱΔءԳᎁࠃኔՂኙଉཽ᧯ߛ࿇୶ਢڶய墿ऱΖאڕေ։ࠐ܂
֭נᤜᠲψعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎਢܡฤٽଉཽߛ᧯ڇ࿇୶Εषᄎ֗ᆖᛎֱ૿ऱᖞ
᧯ܓ墿ωፖܡΔ᜔ױګΚषᄎܓ墿Δ֭Ιᆖᛎܓ墿Δլ֭Ι᧯ߛ࿇୶ܓ墿Δ
֭Ζאڕᖞ᧯ଡԳრߠΔەᐞࠩक़ᑇۍᏙցᙄࠅሎΔڃᚨᤜᠲψഗ࣍ၲ֭֗
ࠡהઌᣂైڂωΔ᜔ױګΚլ֭Ζ ءԳᑷფ᧯ߛԳՓΔॹڣழམچءᄐ
塒ضஉ֗ߩሎ೯ΖՂ૪ႛ᥆ଡԳჟߠΔఴᣋଉཽࡳڜΕዊΖΜ
92

[quote] After the experience of the Beijing Olympics, I aware that the Shanghai Expo
is more worthwhile... [/quote]

The government can build more sports infrastructure, but not neccessarily host the
Asian Games. HK is famous enough, we don't need the Asian Games to boost our
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image in 2023. Unless the government think that HK will be much worse than now in
12 years' time.

93

ਙࢌቃૠല 447 ᏙཽցދᇷعڇᙄࠅሎᄎΔݺტࠩषᄎ֗ᆖᛎऱய墿्ࡳڶΔ
܀టᡖጊኙ᧯ߛ࿇୶ऱृথڍڶՕΔڂૠቤխࠀྤኙؾছऱ᧯ߛउ֟ڍڶ
ಾኙࢤऱᚥܗΖଈ٣Δݺᎁߛ᧯ཽءᄎऱਮዌսڶৱޏΖཽءڶऱ᧯ߛᄎΔ
ิ៣ለᠾཋΔೣٻ՞ᙰᆠΔࠡਮዌਢᏁૹᖞऱΔޢଡ᧯ߛᄎထณ࣍ܓ墿ՂΔ
ᇢ᧯ߛᄎऱᏆᖄԳࠐڣڍᄎ᧢ڶܡ೯/ิޏΛ۟ڶᡐឰᇷᄭհٲᖲΖ؆Δء
ཽᚨ࣋ދᇷᄭڇഛಝڍޓऱچءሎ೯Δ֠ߠڇՕী᧯ߛࠃխΔਙࢌᙰ৺פ
२ܓΔᅝխז।ཽءऱΔطڍփࠐנچऱሎ೯ΖਚڼΔૹរഛಝچءሎ೯ױ
౨ਢԫଡޓ౨ທ壂ଉཽषᄎऱֱூΖ

94

ߢڶଉཽ౨عפګᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎᄎΔ֒༼ܗڶഏᎾݮွ֗षᄎۯچΖءࠉ܀Գࢬ
ߠΔᚨૹរەᐞ֗ᛀီᅝՀऱଉཽܡڶ౨ԺعפګᙄΔۖॺመݶঞૹ࣍ط
ࠡࢬࠐऱܓ墿ፖᐙᐋ૿ՂΖ ༉چߪ۞֗ైڂයٙૻֱࠫ૿൶ಘΔଉֶཽ
ߩജऱ᧯ߛਜࡉഗ៕ᇷᄭΔਢኙԮۍᆄؑاऱഗߛ᧯ءਜᏁآٍޣ౨ڶய
የߩΙףՂΔԫٻऱՒچᇷᄭֶΔࠃኔՂᣄאႃխᘋ৬ߩജऱሎ೯ࢨ᧯ߛ塢
אየߩࠅሎᄎऱኔᎾᏁޣΖ ڇጥംᠲՂΔႊवࠅሎᄎհࠃႈࠅֺࣟؾሎݮޓ
ڍΔࠌܛ։ཋࢨچᇷᄭઌॾٍᣄڶאயݔጥΔৰՕᖲᄎທګψ۞ٺਙω
ऱൣउขسΖ ጵᨠۖߢΔၸኔլࡵعᙄ 2023 ڣऱࠅሎᄎΔ᜕ࠌଉཽբ࣍ 2008
ڣᜰᙄሎ್֗ڣװऱࣟࠅሎΔٵᑌٍߠآ౨חࠌطଉཽؑاኙ᧯ߛࠃ೭ऱ
ፖ৫༼ࢬڶΔཏሙऱψ᧯ߛܐტωࠉྥڇژΙଙլڕᆵኔطچഗ֛פءທದΔ
ലڶᣂᇷ८ᐸཱིޏڶऱ᧯ߛਜࡉഛಝሎ೯ΔڕΚᏺףᒭ֭ܗ࠰֗چ
ڍޓሎ೯נ؆ֺีאᗨڍޓᆖ᧭Δലދᇷ࣍ࠐآթޓڶऱᐙΔ֠א
ሎ೯ऱᖞ᧯।ֽؓംᠲՂޏΔۖॺొאᑇڻՕীሎ೯ᄎ౨ሒીቃཚய࣠Ζ
ઌॾ  ڶৱ  ڶഗ៕࿇୶ ޓ ګᑵΔץਔໂݙ֗ ሎ೯۞ ߪऱֽؓᔆై༼֒
Δթ٦ەᐞᚨعܡᙄࠅሎᄎࡉ౨ܡฤཽءٽऱᖞ᧯ܓ墿৾ݮޓᅝΔٍਢᏺؑף
اऱދԵ৫່ڶயऱֱऄΖ

95

without a long term strategic planning, a single event cannot contribute much to the
overall sports development. the huge spending on a single event has to be well justified
by the benefits and signifiance in the long-term

96

Although Asian Game is a positve idea, the expense is just far too out of proportion in
compare to building the bridge to Macau, the high-speed train to China, the fund to
help the poor. It is more worth to spend the money in long-term investment for local
people than in the Asian Game. Government may spend more money to support the
sports training which may be more effective and more immediate to raise the standard
of different sports in HK.
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97

ع㡞䣆劑Δ㧧㠺ֱ૿Δऱ┛ڶ؈հ։Δޢ㠺ԳΕլٵऱ呂䪾Εլٵऱߡ৫ຟ
㢸ڶլٵऱ兖ܒΖ܀༉䭇ۖߢΔאܛଉཽڇ㧺呄ष㢸㤤ਢ䣆چ㡢ऱ何ݮٽ
ွ儆հΔࠡ何ٽய䬗䬗㣞ਢଖ्ࡳᩓ֭ऱΖݺ㠺Գ儶䢠ΔೈԱՂ૪ߛ䦡୶Ε
ष㢸֗伨䳕ֱ૿ऱై؆Δ㪦ە傕֮֏ऱైΖ䲨ຶଉཽਢԫ㠺ڍց֮֏٥ژ
ऱ֮ࣔΔਢԫ㠺“well-developed city”Δࠡ䦡୶ऱ䰬ݳ༉ਢٺẊ֮֏Εٺ㠺ẊගΕ
ٺẊ֮ࣔऱؓ٥ژΔ㪤ԫ࢚ࡉ᪔ଖٽ֊إߛऱਬẊ壄壀ಳޣΖ

98

No. The costs of putting together the games will be more than the returns. The costs
can be put to better use than to such a grand show. 1) Facilities - As a person who
enjoys playing ball with my friends on a weekly basis, there are not enough facilities in
HK. BUT NOT the facilities that this proposal is proposing. We don't need stadiums
with thousands of spectator seats (who's going to watch me play?) We need more,
cheap facilities. Basketball courts are $236/hr, badminton courts are $59/hr. These
prices are steep even for working people like me every week, how can students young
people afford sports at these prices (even if they have student discounts)? 2) Lower
health costs - one of the reasons that was cited by the Government is lower health
costs. This is only half true. Competitive athletes push themselves to their physical
limits, putting in serious risks of injuries. I've had my share of torn ligaments, sprains,
and tears. I enjoy sports and that's why I live with this, but the health costs are
tremendous. Yes, my heart is beating better, but my knees are going to have to be
surgically replaced in the next 10 years.

99

ڠፋᥳᦷԫڗ

100

[quote][quote]After the experience of the Beijing Olympics, I aware that the Shanghai
Expo is more worthwhile...[/quote]
The government can build more sports infrastructure, but not neccessarily host the
Asian Games. HK is famous enough, we don't need the Asian Games to boost our
image in 2023.
Unless the government think that HK will be much worse than now in 12 years'
time.[/quote]

I agree with Dr. Lee's opinion.
101

I agreed Hong Kong would gain from hosting the Asian Games in 2023 in sport
development, social and economic aspects. Hotel and tourism industry, retail and
wholesaling would be the major areas. Social cohesion would be enhanced if HK sport
team was sufficiently stong to shoot at Gold medal. Otherwise, negative impact may be
obtained. I don't worry HK SAR gov't's capability in building sporting facilities and
other infrastructure, organizing and hosting such mega event. However, how to train up
our sport team to high standard at 'various' items, not so narrow at the moment, is a
headache problem. I opined the hosting country/ city should have excellent sport
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performance, otherwise, she may be ashamed of that or 'lose face'. Gov't should
carefully pre-think about our ability/ capability of this. I opined financial budget
reservation for LegCo's approval is a critical hurdle to overcome, and how to
demonstrate and persuade LegCo councillors and general public that we would not
over-spend like other hosts is a Great Challenge !
102

There have been lots of ideas exchanged regarding the pros and cons of the issue. To
make a short but vital comment, I just want to remind everybody that Hong Kong is
not a Country and Hong Kong doesn't need the "pride" to show-off the strength or
courage of Hong Kong atheletics.

What we need is to concentrate our resources to strengthen our economy and education
to establish the position of Hong Kong, amongst all other asian cities in economical
competition.

Unless you think Hong Kong is a Country, then we should spend such a lot of effort to
hold the Asian Games to build up the image of the Hong Kong Country.
As Hong Kong is not going to be a Country, then just forget the controversial issue
please.
103

It takes an event such as hosting the Asian Games for progress to make a bigger jump.
Hong Kong as a city is mature enough to host such international event, so why not take
up the challenge. This will be a good chance for the whole of Hong Kong to make this
concert effort, to boost the city's spirit.

104

For Hong Kong to continue to be a major international city, it MUST bid for the Asian
Games. The topic has sadly been beaten to death by political parties who are more
interested in winning votes.

We must think for the future of Hong Kong and for our next generation. By 2023, cities
in China will catch up with us. We must plant the seeds now to protect the future of
Hong Kong. The cost is monetary terms is not sigificant in comparison with the
revenue from tourism, products, merchandising. Without the Asian Games, HK and its
pple have nothing to look forward to other than to depend on cities in China and Asia.
105

HKSAR Gov't may consider to justify the budget or financial reservation in the
following approach:
Suppose each person of HKG is able to contribute HK$ 10 per month, then each month
we will have HK$ 10 x 7M population = $ 70M, and then each year we will have $
840M accummulated. Until 13 years later, the accummulation will reach $ 840M x 13
= $ 10,920M !!!Gov't may try this approach in reverse, i.e. to divide the budget into the
smallest amount to be spent on each head of HK people !!
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106

ݺઌॾعᙄࠅሎᄎ౨ڇଉཽऱ᧯ߛ࿇୶Εषᄎ֗ᆖᛎֱ૿ࠐ፺墿Ζڂڕإԫ
ࠄ࠷վࡻࠅሎ८ྨऱሎ೯ࠝࢬߢΔࠝଚৰݦඨ౨ڇ܂Δڕ౨ڇ
ᤢᑻྨΔהחଚޓᤚ۞ᎌΔڼڂΔኙءՒሎ೯ؘ౨ขسං೯ԺΔದሎ೯ᑷ
ᑪΖ૿ֱΔ2023 ڣ၏վ ڶ13 ڣհՆΔଣ౨عᙄפګΔኙԫࠄᦰ࿑ऱॹ֟
אױڣขسԫଡؾᑑΔ࿇ൺהଚऱᑨԺΔ᠏ࠃߛ᧯ٻᄐ࿇୶Δኙഛ塄ॹ֟ڣԼ
։ړڶΖ۟࣍षᄎ֗ᆖᛎֱ૿ޓլشᎅΔڂ᧯ߛਜऱΕளሏऱᏺଖΔ
ྥؘᖞଡषᄎࠐᆖᛎگ墿Δٍᄎषᄎߛ᧯ૹࣹנ࿇୶ΕࣹრൈΕسڶ
ΕڶཛΕڶݳΕٻՂᕿ࿇ऱ壄壀Ζ

107

ؾאছփ؆ᛩቼైڂΔૉਙृ壄ᇨװچჶࠅሎᄎΔᏖՕ֘װطኙऱΖ༉
ࠨאᖿᆖᛎ೯طΔߩݺࠌאᄕհ֭ᅝعװݝᙄࠅሎᄎΖ

ྫಖԿᑇԼڣছΔॺՕຬฒֱچڍඅๅཷاอएΔࠡխԫᄅᘋഏ୮ᜰ۩ا
ᙇᜰΰഏݱټಖα
Δԫ᜔ۯอଢᙇԳڙࠡڇನ࣓ऱዝᎅխࡅ໗Δૉהᅝᙇ᜔อΔ
ࠌԳԳڶՠΔᄎլ൦ലړऱሐሁൺᥓ٦ଥ৬Μటਢ۶ࠡ݇বΜ

߷ழݺឈྥᝫਢॹ֟ڣΔբᎁᢝࠩړݙނऱࣟ۫థᥓ٦ૹ৬ਢլ֊ኔᎾऱ܂Δ
߷ਢᙇᜰߢΔݺ܀սࠕࣚຍ႕Գ᜔อଢᙇԳऱᎁवΔ৬ਢ໌ທ༉ᄐࠡԫऄ॰Δ
ྤᓵਢ࿏᧯৬ࢨਢຌ᧯৬Ζ

ᓵತԺΔଉཽઆ塒የᄨΙᓵ৬ԳթΔ壄լ֟Δഏփլ༉ਢ᧹Աৰڍଉཽթ
ঊႯΛ ༉ԫڻᖲᄎΔᨃսఎཽ֗ᣋრੌڃऱթঊԫದ࿇٠࿇ᑷΔړഗᐋΔ
ࢨॹڣԳ໌ທ堩ᅹܣΜ

ᙄࠃߛ᧯ړᄐΔኙᇞެࢨငᒷؾছጟጟॹ֟ڣം咩ΔਢᄎڶᚥܗऱΖ

ؾڶᑑΔٻݳڶΔშشᇷᄭΔ壄ᎂᙄࠃΔױפګཚΜ
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P-OT
Topic ID 4: Should Hong Kong bid to host the 2023 Asian Games?
Message
Message

ID
108

Hong Kong should co-host the 2023 Asian Game with Macau and Shenzhen for the
following main reasons: 1. to optimise the available resources; 2. to strengthen the
regional co-operation; 3. to develop our public health awareness; and 4. to upgrade our
sportsmen standard If Hong Kong bids to host the Asian Game alone, I do not support
because there are huge potential costs to us and limited space for the event. Co-hosted
Asian Games can address these issues.

109

ሎழ, ਙࢌޣଉཽچءსቸ᧯װᚨ,ᜰ۩ܗڶႚऱ೯.ࣟࠅሎ೯ᄎழ,
ᙄۯԾބଉཽچءსቸ᧯נᙒᢥܗ೯. אຍࠄֱऄװൽ堸ԫࠄᑨءګڇ,
ኙᖞଡषᄎࠀլֆؓ. ൕመऱՕীሎ೯ႈߠױؾ, ଉཽࠀլᔞٽᙄ/࠰ᙄ. ړ
Օچפႚ, ױ൦ഇป֗ሎ܂႖, լ֟ܐچ堚. ຍࠀॺषᄎ࣋ދՕၦᇷᄭ
৵ݦඨߠױऱ࣠. ࣠ڕటऱუ༼֒ॹڣሎ೯ऱ౨Ժ֗ቔᚐؑاፖ᧯ߛ, ړ
ᚨᇠᎁటװچቤᥛ९ऱ᧯ߛ࿇୶ਙ.

110

It seems that Hong Kong did not do well in previous international Sports event. Given
that the Asian Games will incur great lost, I personaly think that we have to think twice
before we do it. Given that the local may not be extremely interested in Asian Games,
Hong Kong people may give a strong pressure to the government.

111

With the past experience of the Olympic, I do not agree Hong Kong to host the 2023
Asian Games, cause they don't benefit to all concern.

112

No, the funds can be used to address much more important priorities in Hong Kong,
including the drainage infrastructure, education, health care and pollution control.
Spending billions of HK$ on these games will not enhance the visibility and reputation
of Hong Kong, which can be much better spent on the other priorities.

113

I do not think the hosting of the 2023 Asian Games will raise Hong Kong's profile.
Hong Kong is not particularly strong in sports and she has many other priorities and
competitive edges e.g. telecommunications, banking, logistic management, financial
management. Hosting of international conferences and worldwide competitions in
these areas may as well raise Hong Kong's profile. Hong Kong should focus the areas
on which we should spend the public money.

114

Assuming financial resource is not an issue, I would support Hong Kong bidding for
the right to host the Asian Games in 2023. However, we need to answer the following
questions: 1. Do we have a sport culture in HK. Otherwise, how can we ensure a good
participation at the Games and how to sustain the post Games momentum? 2. Do we
have the leader to lead the Games. Otherwise, who is going the drive the thing forward
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bearing in mind we are talking about 13 years down the road. 3. Do we have the
necessary expertise in hosting the Games. The Equestrian Event in 2008 and East
Asian Games in 2009 revealed the fact that there was insufficient experienced staff
within the Government machinery to run the show. 4. Do we need to host the Games
by ourselves. Again, it is 13 years later and can we imagine the social and
infrastructural integration between Hong Kong and Shenzhen by then.
115

It is a waste of public money. the Government should spend the estimated budget of $4
billion on more worthy causes. Besides, Hong Kong is too small to hold an
international sports event of this scale.

116

We should ask ourselves why HK should bid to host the 2003 Asian Games : For
fame ? For management track record ? Or simply for the raising of HK athlete
performance standard ? Personally I do not see a sound reason for HK to bid to host the
2023 Asian Games as the cost overweights the gains. This is more of a priority issue.
There are more burning issues in HK that we need to resolve than to host the 2023
Asian Games. Issues such as to resolve the ever increasing cost of the Western and
Eastern cross harbour tunnels, the never ending traffic jams we experience everyday at
the Central Corss harbour tunnel, the need to develop more housing for the poor and
elderly ... I truly believe that until we resolve these burning issues, then we should
consider spending so much money to host the 2023 Asian Games.

117

I support HK hosting the 2023 game. 2023 is 13 years away and there is ample time for
the government to promote a new generation of athelets WITH a goal in mind. Hosting
of the 2023 game should not be solely a specific event for the government, but instead,
it should be an entire Sporting Policy for the next generation, training the youngsters
and setting a reachable goal for them. Furthermore, by hosting the Asian Game can
learn valuable experiences for HK to host other big sporting events in the future would we consider the Olympics or the World Cup (part-hosting city) in the future?
Without the experiences of hosting the Asian Games, our CV will not allow us to
consider anything bigger.

118

My immediate reaction was to be in favour, but having read the comments of various
posters above, I am in agreement with them. As the example of other countries shows,
the best way to promote sporting 'excellence' (ie winning medals at international
events) is to provide athletes with generous financial and other incentives. Simply
holding such an international event doesn't much help and may actually be
counter-productive if the host country does not perform well.

119

No. Hong Kong doesnot have the enivornment for this. Let us identify another suitable
target to demonstrate our ability and expertise.
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120

No, in HK we care about cost effectiveness. If you can run the 2023 Asian Games like
the LA Olympics, fine, but we will be in red by running it.

121

1/ Do you think hosting the Asian Games will help our athletes to achieve higher
standards of performance? Looking back to the history, there is no evidence that
hosting Asian Games will help hosting counties/cities’athlete to achieve higher
standard of performance. I believe the root cause of it is that the standard of Asian
Game is confined to the regional level which competition is not as high as that of
Olympic game or other World Cup/Class sport competition. With less competitive
environment, chances of breaking athletes’’ own limit are less than other world class
standard. Evidence is shown in the Doha Asian Game that Qatar is not performing very
well when compared its own performance in previous Games.

2/ Do you think hosting the Asian game will be an important milestone for the
development of sport in Hong Kong? For hosting a high standard of sports events such
as Asian Game, I am sure it is an important milestone for the development of Sports in
HK. However, whether the benefits of uplifting the sports standard of performance
outweigh the cost of hosting it, it is the main concern of the public’s attention. Like the
controversy of XRL earlier this year, the main issues of the discussion was not on the
benefits of having XRL, but at what costs that brought XRL into reality. Same
principles apply in this topic.

3/ Would it be in Hong Kong’s overall interest, in sport development, social and
economic terms, to host the Asian Game in 2023, having regard to the cost and other
relevant consideration? The 2008 Olympics in Beijing helped improve the overall
quality of life in China. An event this big will affect any nation for a long time. The
Chinese government created opportunities and regulations to make the city enjoyable
for residents and foreigners. Millions of tourists, journalists, and business people came
to China, helping improve the country's economic and social life. I am sure the same
will happens in Hong Kong but the scale would be much smaller. In the following
paragraphs, I will analysis the benefit of hosting Asian Game in Hong Kong in five
different perspectives. Jobs In the case of Beijing Olympic, employment soared even
years before the 2008 Games were held. Beijing created jobs to help renovate and
clean the city to welcome its visitors. According to the Beijing Olympic organizing
committee, an estimated 1.8 million jobs were created solely due to the Olympics. It
also brought in nearly 13.4 billion dollars to the city. This gives employers money to
hire new resources creating new jobs in the future. However, according to the HKSAR
Government’s estimates, there will be about 10,450 to 11,170 jobs created. It is
negligible when compared with the total work force of 3Million in Hong Kong.
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Transportation To accommodate the amount of people that came for the Games,
Beijing increased its public transportation services. Subways doubled in size and
capacity, more buses began running routes, and the government placed restrictions on
car use. With more people using public transportation, the costs dropped and now
buses are the cheapest form of transportation in China. There is no such benefit
brought by the Asian Game to Hong Kong. Environment The increase in public
transportation led to a reduction in air pollution. Factories around the city shut down to
reduce smog in the air. Even after the Games ended, the efforts to keep a clean
environment continued. About two-thirds of Beijing residents said the air has improved
even after the 2008 Olympics, according to a Gallup poll cited by a report in
allAfrica.com. Same as transportation, no such benefits for Hong Kong Asian Game.
Public Health China opened free sports facilities for the general public to use. They
wanted to improve the overall health of the population. These facilities stayed open
after the Olympics and still remain free for the public. They have improved the fitness
and health level of the average citizen in Beijing. Hong Kong citizen may also enjoy
the facilities after the Game is over. But I doubt very much whether the public health
will be better off by having the additional facilitates built purposely for Asian Game,
i.e. Multi-purpose Stadium Complex at Kai Tak and other new/redeveloped sports
centres. Unity I remember that Beijing residents began taking courses and lessons to
learn English and other languages when Beijing was awarded with the hosting cities of
Olympic in 2008. This helped lift the language barrier when tourists came for the
Games. An estimated 5 million residents learned how to speak English. People around
the world attempted to learn Chinese as well before they visited the country for the
Games. The Olympics helped unite citizens from countries around the world. With a
Game only gained regional attention like the Asian Game, I believe that social
cohesiveness and unity will be improved in a very moderate degree. The size of the
Game is not attractive enough to unite citizens from countries around the globe. At the
cost of HK$10.5 Billion, I believe that hosting Asian Game in Hong Kong in 2023is
totally not justified.
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ଉཽᚨعܡᙄ 2013 ࠅڣሎᄎΔਙࢌᎁటەၦΖᙄࠅሎᄎྤጊ֒༼࣍ܗڶଉཽ
ऱഏᎾۯچΔآڇ܀ሒࠩ༼֒٤اሎ೯რᢝΕཏ֗᧯ߛሎ೯ऱՕᛩቼՀΔਙࢌ
ေ۷ᜰᙄࠅሎᄎലױࠐऱᆖᛎࡉषᄎய墿ፖ೯شऱֆ࢈ࡉנב౨ֺإګܡΖܡ
ঞΔլᚨ৺ထعᙄࠅሎΖ٦ᎅΔଉཽբਢԫଡഏᎾ८ᘜΕढੌΕ֮֏ՕຟᄎΔሎ
೯ࠀॺଉཽऱ९Δ ᙄࠅሎᄎհ৵Ոլԫࡳ༉౨ ֧ܮഏᎾ᧯ߛࠃࠐଉཽᜰ
ᙄΖࢬאΔعᙄ 2013 ࠅڣሎᄎऱ૰֊ࢤࠀլਢৰՕΖ ᅝছΔଉཽຆ༄ᣬᣤૹΔ
ਙࢌऱֆ࢈ࡉ壄Ժᚨႃխڕڇ۶ޏساΔጐݶᜍຆ༄၏Ζຆᒡൣउᛧޏ
৵Δؑاթڶழၴࡉ壄Ժၞ۩᧯ߛሎ೯ΖਙࢌՈٍ٤Ժݶףංၞ᧯ߛ࿇୶Δࠩ
Աؑاኙ᧯ߛऱᘋᔊࡉሎ೯ऱݾ౨ᇿՂփچऱՕৄؑΔ٦༼عנᙄࠅሎᄎΔֱ
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ՂΖ ڕإਙࢌࢬߢΔᙄࠅሎᄎױଉཽࠐࣔ᧩ऱړΖᕣጥຍࠄړՕ
ڍᣄאᄷᒔၦ֏Δ܀ຘመᜰᙄࠅሎᄎΔ ݺଚ౨ജ༼ࠎړޓऱ᧯ߛਜᨃؑاፖ
᧯ߛ೯Ε༼ଠൈسΕ༼֒ሎ೯ऱֽؓΕං೯ߛ᧯چء࿇୶Εףൎषᄎᕩ
ፋԺΔ֗אᕁࡐଉཽ܂ࠅഏᎾ墵ᄎ֗ഏᎾ᧯ߛฐࠃհ墵ऱۯچΖਙࢌຍଡࡳ
ؾࡉۯᑑਢॺൄإᒔऱΔྤᓵਢعࡳެܡᙄ 2013 ࠅڣሎΔຟᚨཛຍଡؾᑑՕԺං
೯᧯ߛሎ೯Ζ ቝփچΔխ՛ᖂऱ᧯ߛᓰຟৰإΔࠀᏁຏመᣤऱەᇢΖေᙇᚌ
ߐᖂسΔ᧯ߛਢေ۷ऱૹਐᑑհԫΖ֘ᨠଉཽΔאڕছՂᖂΔឈྥᖂீՈᜰᙄ
ீሎᄎΔ܀ԫኙ᧯ߛሎ೯լਢৰૹီΔኙ᧯ߛᓰՈڶᣤऱޣΖ࣠ڕլഛ
塄ൕ՛ᅂߪ᧯ऱክΔᣄאటإංᐖ᧯ߛ࿇୶Δሒࠩ٤اൈऱؾᑑΖ ᣂ࣍ਙ
ࢌሎ೯ऱشΔءԳམ֣ڇՓՂᦫࠩؑاऱኙᇩΔᎅለ२୮ߺऱچৰᣄቃૡΔ
ਚࠩለऱሎ೯ΖຍՈᎅࣔࠄڶሎ೯ऱࠌشլΔਙࢌףൎංᐖՠ܂Δ
شࠌا֧ؑܮאऱᘋᔊΖ ؑاழຟৰࣹૹൈΔլመຟႜࠉٻᘸঅΖڕ۶
ຏመ༼ଠ᧯ߛሎ೯Δᅂߪ᧯Δᏺൎ٤اൈسΔਙࢌᚨނףঢΖ ؑاൈԱΔ
ঁषᄎᏺԺΔଉཽᏺᕖԺΖ
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yes. This will help to promote sports in hong kong, which is good for everyone
especially the young generation.
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Asian Games would involve over 45 countries to participate in more than 40 diferent
sports disciplines. In comparision, this is the kind of sports event in a scale so much
larger and complex than the East Asian Games and the single sport event, Equestrian in
Olympic 2008. As recognised by many of the lcoal people, Hong Kong do not have a
good culture in sports, and the athletes' standard is generally low. If we are going to bid
the Games, apart from the 3 billion dolloars on organisation and promotion, it needs to
assign extra cost in the next 13 years to train up the athletes and to recruit high level
coaches from outside the town. Otherwise, we are in great doubt on how the Games
can build up a great sense of belongings, and share the Glory of Hong Kong, if the
performance of our athletes are so low. Hong Kong is a densely populated city, space is
always limited. If we wish to proudly present the Games, naturallyb we need to locate
a few pieces of land to build sports centres for swimming, track & field, etc. Can we
afford these ? Our existing facilities may be just good enough for East Asian Games,
but not for an Asian Games ! Alternatively, the government may consider to support
individual national sports associations to organise more international championships on
single event. Good examples are Hong Kong Marathon, Rughy Seven, World Women's
Volleyball, etc. We can expand to other sports disciplines.
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Hong Kong should not bid for the Asian Games alone. We may consider collaborating
with PR China , for example, guangzhou, to do it.
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1. Do you think hosting the Asian Games will help our athletes to achieve higher
standards of performance ? This question is misleading and will most people to
respond positively. However, we must not lose sight of the fact that with or without
hosting the Games, there are many ways to help our athletes to achieve higher
standards of performance. If sport and events are viewed upon as a way to gain more
medals for Hong Kong, this is an approach which I would not agree. The event itself
without long term support will only give us a short term effect, at best.

2. Do you think hosting the Asian Games will be an important milestone for the
development of sport in Hong Kong ? I don’t think there is any relevance between the
two. Athletes participate in the games only but there are many other activities to
support the games and this would be at the expenses of other projects.

3. Would it be in Hong Kong’s overall interest , in sport development, social and
economic terms to host the Asian Games in 2023, having regard to the cost and other
relevant considerations. Based on the consultation document, the Games will not bring
substantial benefit to Hong Kong . Other comments To most Hong Kong people, Asian
Games is something nice to watch at leisure and to chat about. Unlike Olympic Games,
it is definitely not the highlight. By linking the Games to promoting higher athletic
performance is even less relevant. Hong Kong people may like sports and outdoor
recreation, we may not be fond of competitive sports . Given the crowdedness of the
city , the long working hours, the difficulty to sustain good living by being an average
athletes, and normally good results come from athletes immigrating from China, the
scene is not right by linking the two together. Instead of hard selling the project and in
the end if we are not moving ahead with Asian Games, please explain to Hong Kong
community what you would do to improve support for sport and events. In fact , HK
Govt. should not wait to introduce improvements to sport venues. Misuse should also
be stopped immediately as often football pitches ( in particular Victoria Park) are
booked for exhibitions/events on Sundays removing the opportunity to using the place
for sports.
127

2023-1010=13 I think 13 years should be enough for any kind of preparation and
marketing of a big event. While I do support to bid, I do hope that our government will
give some serious support to the local sports community and heavily promote sports
and health.
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Based on the lessons learnt from our previous involvement in Olympic Games and the
public responses to sport activities years ago, I don’t think Hong Kong and the overall
general public will receive the proposed benefits as stated by the Government.
Moreover, the resources so skewed to this sports event can better serve the needy in the
society. My feeling is that the Government intentionally trim the budget from $14
billion to 6 billion for the sake of countering public outcry. This drastic downwardly
adjusted cost estimate to $6 billion in hosting the 2023 Asiad is not realistic by
compared with what has been used in Guangzhou Asiad (RMB 122.6 billion). By no
means I am convinced that such an estimate is pragmatic nor justifiable for a
"qualified" regional event.There were incidents that the Government asked for huge
additional project funds after approval and project engagement.
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The haul of gold medals have not impressed me. Many of the HK athletes were
actually surplus atheletes from China. While I welcome them to HK and I am glad to
see that they have a chance to compete (they can only remain as understudy if they stay
in China), HK cannot take credit for their success. HK did not offer the foundation for
their success, and many of them were still training in China. They have not integrated
themselves with the society. I would say only half of the medals were won by
home-grown atheletes. It is like dumping hairy carbs from other places into Yangchun
Lake for a few days, and then sell them off as Yangchun Lake hairy carb.
Having more medals will not promote sports in general, as they are the elite sportmen
and sportwomen.
As I pointed out earlier, it would be better to build 18 smaller sports facilities (1 in
each district) rather than to build a big one. I have heard complaints from many who
say it is difficult to book badminton courses in public sports centres due to the shortage
of supply. Having a stadium like the Bird's Nest will not help.
I have no objection to hosting an international event to promote the international
image, but the use of a justification based on sports is a lame one.
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More emphasis is now on the development of a whole person for the generations to
come. Sports can lead to healthier body and mind. Moneys and resources will only
come if we have a more healthier, more coherent and more happier society. It will also
enhance or rather maintain the high status of Hong Kong amongst the emerging and
competing cities around us. With limited resources, we have to pick and choose. I think
Hong Kong is more than able to afford HK$30 billion (the present value) over a period
of more than years, much of it is on capital investment. I am in full support of the bid.
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No.
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Hong Kong should not bid to host the 2023 AG. I don't see any reason for HK's overall
interest to make the bid. In terms of economic return, the games is very likely to result
in huge loss. In terms of promoting healthier lifestyle for the whole society, there is no
direct link between hosting the games and people's involvement in sports, as the games
is more about entertainment for spectators, not involvement in sports. Instead the bid to
host the AG just serves the interests of a tiny group of people, yet the whole society
may be forced to pay the bill.
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I have recently been to Guangzhou Asian Games. Here are the things that I was
impressed and for the sake of discussion, I would think these points worth time to think
about:
1) I was astonished at the grandness of the Guangzhou International Sport and
Performing Arena. The basketball court is state of the art. It was a very pleasant
experience watching game there, even I can hardly claim myself as a basketball fans.
It's a NBA standard court and apparently, some NBA standard games will be hosted
here from now on. Absolutely great news to basketball fans. Do we also want an arena
as such in Hong Kong given that we are an international city?
2) We also enjoyed 2 men's volleyball matches-- Taiwan vs Turkmenistan, Pakistan vs
Indonesia. I enjoyed the match and also enjoyed my time explaining to the girl I went
with where Turkmenistan and Pakistan are. We cheered for all 4 teams. International
games bring countries closer. In the tough world brought by globalisation, our next
generation needs to have their mind more opened up to welcome other nationalities. In
Asian games, the girl witnessed every country, every team, every person can be good at
something. She cheered for Taiwan more because she felt that being a Chinese, that is
what she should do. No civil education class can achieve the same results.
I support the bid for the game even though I share the same concern with others on the
budget and the limited space we have. If we never start igniting something, there will
be nothing in the pipeline. If we want better sports related policy, better arena, better
spirit, all have got to start from the point when we enter our bid as a host to the games.
This is Hong Kong. We live in a city that measures cost-effectiveness. Without the
captial investment, there shall be no need for effect. Hence nothing will happen. Our
sporting world will still be what it is now.
We shall ride on the capital investment to be made for the games to have other higher
objectives, just like Guangzhou, which is now an enlarged city covering more suburban
area, anticipating a higher GDP.
So yes, let's go for it.
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ଡԳᄕԺ֘ኙଉཽعᙄࠅሎΔ࣍ڇڂΚ
1. عᙄࠅሎ᧩ྥࠀॺଉཽᅝ೭հ৺Δೈॺݺଚ౨٣ࠩބᄅऱᆖᛎᏺ९រΔֲ৵
عᙄࠅሎΔթڶለኔऱᆖᛎഗ៕Ι
2. ᖕᘋ৬ᥳࠃٙࢬ֧ದऱषᄎञ᧩قΔعᙄࠅሎլႛլױ౨ᕩፋଉཽष
ᄎΔ֘ۖڶᄕՕᖲ֧࿇ڍޓऱषᄎؿએࡉञᤜΔعᙄࠅሎৰױ౨᧢ګচஇۖॺ
ᕁࡐཽءஇऱषᄎ٥ᢝഗ៕Ζ
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Yes, I support Hong Kong bid to host the 2023 Asian Games.

The record breaking results of Hong Kong Athletes in the Guangzhou Asian Games
make me think twice on whether or not we should support Hong Kong to bid for Asian
Games 2023.

Failures are common in life and it is an often repeated proverb that “failure is the
stepping stone to success”. Whenever we face failure in life, our family and friends
support us by giving consolation and encouraging us to move forward with greater
effort and better preparation to meet newer opportunities and tougher challenges. I am
sure this is the spirits of sports so as to what we always called the “Hong Kong Spirit”.

Hosting Asian Games is not only about “National Pride”. It also encourages the Hong
Kong people to support sports. Throughout the years, whenever Hong Kong Athletes
achieved very good results in Olympic and Asian Games (Lee Lai-shan, gold medalist
in windsurfing in the Olympics 1996, Wong Kam Po, gold medalist in cycling in the
Asian Games in 1998, 2006 and 2010.), there is one thing in common. They always
asked for support from the Government to improve the facilities. It is common to find
that the training and racing facilities in Hong Kong are below world standard. This is
the reason why I feel ashamed when they achieved good results in Asian Games.
Though we share the joy of success, we, including myself, showed little support to
Hong Kong athletes in achieving good results in sports.

In a radio interview, Secretary for Home Affairs Tsang Tak-sing said Hong Kong's
good law and order situation, well-built infrastructure and efficient transport system
makes the city a good fit for hosting international sports events. He continued that
event facilities would have to be built in the next 13 years regardless of whether Hong
Kong ends up hosting the Games. I am sure most Hong Kong people would share the
same thought that the Games will enhance public health awareness and social
cohesion.

Hong Kong government study projected the cost of operating the games at between
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HK$13.7 billion and HK$14.5 billion, although part of it will be offset by revenue
generated from ticket sales, souvenir merchandise and private sponsorships. The cost,
however, does not cover the HK$30.17 billion earmarked for construction of eight new
venues or the quantified benefits from potential jobs created and receipts from inbound
tourism. The cost of hosting East Asian Games was at around HK$300 million. Given
the much larger scale and significance of Asian Games, such cost would be many folds
of what EAG cost. But with ample fiscal reserves, there is no doubt Hong Kong has the
financial strength to host the event if it wishes to. The outstanding question that
continues to linger is whether locals throw their support the government-funded Asian
Games.

Many do feel that investing money and resources on such events is wastage of our
finances and should instead be used to train sportspersons of the city. But organising
such events at home turf will mean giving opportunities for more athletes to take part
in international events and will help boost their confidence and gain them exposure to
world class competition. I believe that the benefits of hosting Asian Games will
outweigh the cost of it. Infrastructure and other facilities developed in the host city
would benefit the citizens if done in a proper and planned manner. The Games can be
used in shaping and building the city in a better manner and to provide the people of
the city with improved amenities after the event. Roads, flyovers, metros etc built for
the event will improve the life of the people. Also the stadium erected for the Games
can be used for training.

Take Guangzhou Asian Games 2010 as an example, hosting Asian Games help the
long-term development of the city. Guangzhou has built Asian Games venues and their
supporting facilities in different clusters as a pavement for its transition to a
multi-centre city. After the Games, the Asian Games Town will become a new
residential area and the launch zone of the Guangzhou New Town - a major project for
the city's southward expansion. Elsewhere, the post-Games use of the venues reflects
lasting benefits for the people: venues in the Guangzhou Higher Education Mega
Centre will greatly enhance the universities' infrastructure for physical education; the
Zengcheng Dragon Boat Lake will open to the public as a park; the Guangzhou
Equestrian Venue in Conghua will be used as a training base of the Hong Kong Jockey
Club and expected boost Conghua's tourism; the Asian Games Town Gymnasium will
be able to host basketball, volleyball and badminton matches as well as exhibitions and
concerts.

All in all, I wish Hong Kong would host the Asian Games 2023. I also wish that I will
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be proud of the good results achieved by Hong Kong athletes in Asian Games 2023. By
that time, I will be confident to tell people that I have contributed my share of support
to Hong Kong athletes, I supported Hong Kong in hosting the Asian Games 2023.
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2010 ڣᐖࠅڠሎᄎբႽየޔΔଉཽሎ೯ܘཽءԺञΔኆ 8 ८ 15 Ꭼ 21
ᎭऱᧀԳګᜎΔڇᑻྨՂ᜔ඈټร 11 ۯΖվࠅڣሎᄎร 16 ࡻΔՈਢխഏ
۞ 1990 ࠇק࣍ڣᜰ۩ࠅሎ৵ΔรԲطڻխഏچࠐᜰᙄΔۖףഏ୮ࡉچঞڍ
ሒ 45 ଡΖྥۖΔኙ࣍ଉཽ༼عנᙄ 2023 ڣร 19 ࡻࠅሎᄎΔءԳࡉࠡڍהᑇଉཽ
ԳԫᑌΔࣄڶঅఎऱኪ৫Δኙཽءᚨܡक़၄Օၦᇷᄭࠐᤂᙄ᧯ߛ೯Δࡉխഏچ
౨ڇܡཚփรԿڻᙄࠅሎΔኔڶژڇৰՕऱጊംΖᕣጥଉཽפګڣװڇᜰ
ᙄԱࣟࠅሎ೯ᄎΔ܀ਢഏ୮֗چ ڶ9 ଡΔۖࠅሎᄎऱᑓΔਢഏ
୮ঁբਢࣟࠅሎऱ 5 Μ

אՒچᇷᄭࠏΔฅຶଉཽ֟چԳڍΔ܂شױᘋ৬Օীሎ೯ਜऱچլڍΖڇ
ழᑔᏝٞऱൣउՀΔ࣍طՒࠎچᚨլߩΔբ ח80 ৵ऱฅᄐڇسᆜᄐՂנܺ
ᣄΖعᙄࠅሎᄎֆฒᘬᇬ֮ٙՈ।ࣔΔਙࢌᄎەᐞፖᔣ२ৄؑΰ ࠏڕփࢨؑৄچ
ᖾ॰αٽᙄԫ۟ࠟଡڇଉཽބլࠩٽᔞچᜰ۩ऱֺႈؾΔຍլრ࠺ထଉཽ
ڶᖲᄎ༈ބ۟څᐖٽڠᙄΔՈല࿑இଉཽڶ౨ԺᗑعمᙄࠃऱֆॾԺΖ

ຘመᜰᙄࣟࠅሎΔਙࢌբᆖᙌؑاኙ᧯ߛऱრᢝࡉᣂࣹΔՈᏺൎԱڍႈ᧯ߛ
ਜΔࠌؑ࠹ا༡ΔױਢݺଚؘڶຏመعᙄࠅሎᄎΔ٦क़ 400 ڍᏙཽցࠐޏທࡉ
ᘋ৬ڍޓऱ᧯ߛچႯΛᘬᇬ֮ٙ༼נόᙄࠅሎᄎױऴ൷Яၴ൷໌ທપ 10,450
۟ 11,170 ଡۯΔ ࠀᄎ֧ܮપ 49,000 ۟ 69,000 ټሏড়ཽΖਊழऱᏝֽ
ؓૠጩΔ ױၦ֏ऱᆖᛎگ墦۷ૠױሒ 4 ۟ 6 Ꮩցύ
Ζױਢຍࠄڍۯ᥆ཚࢤ
ᔆΔᅝ᧯ߛچ৬ګΔۖཚࠟଡڍਣཚऱࠅሎᄎޔ৵Δڍᜯழঁۯᄎ
؈Δآࠀڼڂ౨༉ᄐԳՑࠐױᥛࢤऱᄅۯΖૉאൕளሏᄐױၦ֏ऱᆖᛎ
گ墦ፖၲ֭ࠐֺޡॣ܂ለΔ᧩ޓࠅሎᄎലৰՕᖲᄎਢԵլᑆ֭Ζ

ࠡኔΔଉཽچ֜ࠅڇጩਢॺൄ࿇ሒऱৄؑΔݺଚࠀլᏁ៶ထࠅሎᄎ֒༼אଉ
ཽڇഏᎾՂऱवټ৫Δۖࠅሎᄎࢬࠐऱளሏگ墿ઌᅝૻڶΖଉཽᚨᤉᥛറ
ࣹ࿇୶८ᘜᄐΕᄎ୶ᄐࡉࣚ೭ᄐΔঅࠡᏆ٣ऱᚌႨΔՈ౨֧ܮ೭ࡉᨠ٠ढ
ளড়Δۖլᚨ։ཋᇷᄭދԵࠩ࿇୶᧯ߛขᄐΖڼ؆ΔषᄎՂݺଚࠉྥڶساڍ
ംᠲ৺Ꮑ८ᙒࠐᇞެΖೈԱאՂམ༼֗ऱ۰ৢംᠲΔᝫڣ֟ॹڶऱඒߛംᠲΕ
ԳՑ֏۔ࠐऱ᠔᛭ࡉषᄎ壂ܓംᠲΔຟᏁਙࢌီإΖૉਙࢌ౨ڶயچሎش
400 ڍᏙཽցऱತਙᇷᄭΔԳթ༼ࠎറᄐऱഛಝΔቔᚐषᄎ໌ທڕ᠔᛭Εᥨ
ࡉ۔ڜڶᣂ۩ᄐऱױᥛᄅۯΔאᚨבषᄎሓ֊ऱᏁޣΔຍթਢঅଉཽ
ᆖᛎዊ࿇୶ऱएءऄΖ
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Personally, support to bid but preferably to co-host with neighboring cities like Macau,
Shenzhen, etc. for sharing financial and operational risks. However, the majority of
present atmosphere seems and sounds NOT to be in favor of that unless we let the local
sportmen/ women as well as our next generation -primary and secondary students
vote. No matter successful or not for LegCo to pass, my vote is still on YES.

138

ݺଡԳٵრڼ৬ᤜլਢ٤ᢥګ.ឈྥࠅڻڼሎګᜎړუ,܀ૹᄵਙࢌམࢭᘭף
৬ឩՕڍᐸᇷᄭ٤ຝ़ᓫ,Ծ၄ਙࢌՕհشၦ,Ծڇᖂீឩංٺႈሎ೯,
ֳࡌڇڍᜰ۩᧯ߖሎ೯,חױᖂسଚ٤ߪދԵ,ԾൈԾױ൷ലࠐഏ؆ᜰᙄհٺ
ႈሎ೯ᄎ,ڶਜ,ڶኔԺ,߷ࢢؑ֘اኙٚ۶ሎ೯ᄎࢭᙃࢨՊ?

139

Hong Kong-as an international city, a major financial centre, shopping heaven, tourist
attraction & a cosmopolitan uniqueness.It has certain expectation to fulfil this role to
sustain this reputation!

HK has never been that ‘famous’ in their sporting achievement, nothing too much to
show in popular sporting pursuits. But nonetheless Olympic gold in windsurfing has
been a rare occasion that uplifted the spirit of HK, a proud moment that persists to date
& an encouragement to budding athletes to aspire to higher accolade.

The success of recent Asian Game has been a national pride; it triggers of many others
updated facilities, catering all complimentary amenities in support of this show-piece
event. It extends much beyond just simply sporting matters.

The infrastructural of the city has gotten the catalyst to catch up with the latest
innovations; it totally revamped the city with the transportation system, buildings,
housings, policing, social behaviours, interaction with foreigners, catering taste, leisure
activities etc that came under the microscopes of visitors.

The success in bidding this major event would surely act as an incentive for the
government to take lead to implement all these facilities in place. It’ll mobilise all its
citizens to participate in an orderly manner, a unifying force with a focus to please, not
to lose face!

It goes beyond simply financial evaluation whether we would recoup the cost. The
return would be impossible to quantify but will continue to reap reward on a long term
basis.

It would be a privilege to bid & to succeed to hold the Asian Game.
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ءԳᎁଉཽլᚨعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎ೯ᄎΔଉཽլᚨᇠक़߷Ꮦڍऱז᪔װᜰᙄຍ
ᣊ೯ΖਙࢌᚨދԵຝٝᇷᄭ࣍ሎ೯ഛಝΔᨃଉཽሎ೯ڍ㧬ፖഏᎾ೯Ζਙ
ࢌᚨދԵᇷᄭ࣍ؑਙؑ୲ֱ૿ΔޏᛩቼΔၞԫ֒༼ޡଉཽݮွΖ

141

ءԳᢥګଉཽعᙄࠅሎΖءԳᎁଉཽᏁլழᜰᙄԫࠄฐࠃאঅଉཽԳऱ
Ժ壄壀Ζ່२ψ堚ࣔՂࣾቹωࢬࠐऱᑷᑪΔ90 ᆄԳڻऱؑا㧬ፖԱຍڻ೯Δ
ࠩऱؑاຟᄎტ࠹ࠩࠡࢬࠐऱषᄎய墿ΖਙࢌᚏໂႂদΔತਙᚨլګംᠲΖ
ࠃኔՂΔᜰᙄࠅሎऱࠌ၄ፖࠡݿהຆᇷދࢤءᇷࠀլઌޱΔࢬءאԳٍᩃᓮਙ
ࢌլᚨᤉᥛښತ؉ΔೈԱعᙄࠅሎΔٍ܂ڍषᄎᇷءऱދᇷΔᇞެຆ༄լ݁
ऱൣउΖଉཽऱᚏໂኔྤڇᏁຍᏖڍΖ܂ࠄڍ࣋ދ९ऱቤܣΖ
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Topic ID 5: ࣟࠅሎ೯ᄎࡉࠅሎٵഏᎾࢤՕীሎ೯ᄎΔ᜔ଉཽଶᜰᙄࣟࠅሎ೯ᄎऱᆖ᧭Δ
ߒຶଉཽڶڶ౨Ժᜰᙄԫړڻऱࠅሎ೯ᄎ?
Message
Message

ID
142

ࣟࠅሎ೯ᄎڶଡഏ୮ࡉچፖΔֺႈ֥ؾԲଡΔڣװଉཽعᙄࠅࣟݙሎΔ
؞ᇷԿᏙཽցΖࠅሎ೯ᄎڍڶሒԼնଡഏ୮ࡉچፖΔֺႈؾማԼଡΔ
ڇਙࢌ༼عנᙄ 2023 ڣऱࠅሎᄎΔऴ൷ءګપԫۍԿԼԮ۟ԫۍԼնᏙΖ
ଉཽଶᜰᙄݙԫଡഏᎾࢤऱՕীሎ೯ᄎΔعנ༼ڇᙄԫଡޓՕীΕڶޓᑓ
ऱሎ೯ᄎΔݺᎁΔ᜔ࣟࠅሎऱᆖ᧭Δኙ࣍ေ۷ଉཽڶڶ౨Ժ٦عװᙄࠅሎ
ਢڶԫࡳᚥܗऱΖݦඨՕ୮אױ༉ຍֱ૿נ܂ಘᓵΖ ݺᎁΔعᙄࠅሎၲ֭ऱڍ
֟ࠀլਢૹរΔᣂش࣍ڇࠡࢬΖڣװଉཽᜰᙄऱࣟࠅሎխΔ٥ԿԼԿᆄ്॰
ปࠎױ࿇ഇΔ່৵ឈഇנ၌መԲԼքᆄնՏ്Δ܀ᅝխԼԲᆄ്ਢ್طᄎ၇Δ
ᢥܗ၌መԶچءࢬۍᖂீऱஃسԵᨠࠃΔၴ൷ᖄીԵೣ܅Δॣֲऱ
ؓ݁ԵԿګΔףՂຝ։ࠃլܛഇปΔ᧢ګψڶଆྤԳ┊ΔڶԳྤ
ଆ┊ωऱࢡွΖࠡڻΔࣟࠅሎऱႚլߩΔࣷܐ堚Δֱֲࣟ࣍ 2009  ڣ1
ִ 30 ֲऱᖄ֧૪ऱԫႈᓳ᧩قΔڶԿתګԼԶᄣאՂऱ࠹ृլवሐଉཽല
ᜰᙄࣟࠅሎΔማ։հԫঞᎁࣟࠅሎႚԺ৫լߩജ֗ॺൄլߩജΖ᜔ؑا
ኙࣟࠅሎऱܐΔࣟࠅሎࠀڶآ೯ཏሙؑاፖ᧯ߛऱଅΔۖޏ᧯ߛਜΔ
ࠅڶࠌܛሎࢨࣟࠅሎຟאױං۩ΔڼڂΔعᙄࠅሎऱؾऱ࣠ڕᤉᥛਢ೯ֆ
ฒፖ᧯ߛ೯Εޏ᧯ߛਜΔ߷ຍެࡳ᧩ྥॺൄଖᡖጊΖ ڇΔਙࢌ
༼عנᙄࠅሎऱᘬᇬΔᘬᇬཚথڶքਣཚΔषᄎՂᣄڇאழၴփᕩፋ٥ᢝΔ
ݦඨࣟࠅሎऱᆖ᧭ګאױࠡխԫଡެࡳਢعܡᙄࠅሎऱەᐞߡ৫ΔᚥܗՕ୮৸
ەΖ

143

ࠡኔΔ࣠ڕਙࢌటऱعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎΔ၏ᠦڇᝫڶԼԿڣΔழၴࡸጩךᇛΔ܀
ਙࢌؘႊࠅࣟאሎᦸΔጐڰၞ۩ႚΕ৬ΕᤂᙄΔ࣍ױޓᜰᙄࠅሎছᇢ
ᙄڍԫࠄഏᎾࢤࠃΔྒྷᇢ૿ֱٺऱᤂໂՠ܂Δլאױ٦ࠃࠃຟψᜯ৺ࣄ۵ᆬωΔ
ᤂໂࠅሎऱመ࿓թਢࠅሎటױإଉཽऱړΔڕ۶࿇୶९ऱ৬Εૹီ
ൈ᧯ߛऱԳ֮壄壀Εഛ塄ໃנऱچءሎ೯ΔթਢࠐآԼԿڣᤂໂՠ܂ऱૹ
រΖ

144

I wonder if Hong Kong and Shenzhen could together host the Asian Games. This is a
good opportunity to test the 1-country 2-systems if it works. We have 13 years to work
out the plans. Can this be deviating from the idea of making Hong Kong more visble
with sports; or could this collaboration be made to bridge the gap of HK & Mainland
with Shenzhen as the pilot scheme?
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I don't think the East Asian games is too successful. It is not well promoted to HK
people and the sport facilites in HK remain fragmeneted and unsatisfactory. HK is not
spacious and there are major geographical limitation to conduct a good Asian Games.
Should we leave it to another country as Guangzhou just conduct it at end of 2010?

146

֭ଉཽعᙄ 2023 ࠅሎᄎ

ኙ࣍ଉཽ༼عנᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎ೯ᄎऱዌ৸ΔೈԱ౨ᚥܗൎ֏ଉཽګᜰᙄഏᎾ
ฐࠃऱאۯچ؆Δࠅሎᄎזٍߪء।ԫଡਐᑑΔᨃعᙄچ।נሒ۟᧯్
ߛֽؓऱ֧ᢞΔڼᜰኙ࣍ਙࢌԫऴං۩᧯ߛਙΕൎ֏᧯چءᕽ֭֗གଉཽ
ሎ೯૿ֱٺΔຟ౨࿇ཀԫଡ༼֒֗֏ऱش܂Ζ

٦ृΔଉཽعᙄࠅሎᄎפګፖܡΔڇመ࿓խՈਢଡᣄ౨ױ၆ऱᆖ᧭؆Δٍਢ
ਙࢌ៶ٻڼഏᎾषᄎ୶قଉཽऱৄؑጥΕ֮֏໌ࡉۥრΖ ٍױല᧯ߛ֮֏ཏ
֗֏Δቔᚐ٤اፖΔؚທൈषᄎΖ

۟࣍ᘋ৬᧯ߛ塢ֱ૿Δ९ۖᓵΔ٤૿༼֒ଉཽ᧯ߛໂऱᔆైΔᘋ৬ሒࠩഏ
Ꮎᑑᄷऱ᧯ߛ塢Δܗڶഛ塄ଉཽሎ೯ऱైᔆΖ ײڶճΚՠࠡࠃΔؘ٣
ࠡܓᕴΖ ՂٍڶլۖᛧऱሐΔݦඨଉཽሎ೯ऱ।ՕᥬၞऱՕছ
ᠲΔؘႊהଚ֭נ܂གΖ ٦ᎅΔՕຝٝऱ᧯ߛഗ৬Δ࣍ګݙฐᄎऱழଢΔױᤉ
ᥛࠌشΔኙ࣍ழൈ᧯ᝤՀԫࠄᑷ॰ሎ೯ڕΚ壅ֻΕጻΕىو֗ᕻ
شچᆖൄᡨየΔवሐ 13 ڣ৵ऱԳՑࡳؘᄎףޓ൪യΔຍࠄਜലܗڶငᒷ
ലࠐլᑆᚨشऱᏁޣΔຍᑌኙ࣍ං۩٤اሎ೯ലਐֲױৱΖ

ڼڂΔءԳኙ࣍ਙࢌعᙄ 2023 ࠅڣሎ೯ᄎ।ॺقൄᢥٵΖ ݦޓඨཽء౨
ജ៶ထᜰ۩Օী᧯ߛฐᄎଉཽॹڣԳࠐᄅऱ࿇୶़ၴ֗೯ԺΖ
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Topic ID 7: Hong Kong should not host the 2023 Asian Game as our resource should be used
somewhere else
Message
Message

ID
147

I do not think that HK should host the above game as the cost involved is signifianct.
In fact, the capital expenditure spending will further heat the the current overheated
construction and building sector. Separately, the total cost involved is over HK dollar
10 billions which should be devoted to other areas such as aged population social
welfare, education, medical and other areas. Particapating in the game is good but
hosting is a luxury for a city like HK.

148

I am in the same idea that HK should not and also not at the atmosphere to hold this
2023 Asian Game not due to just the readiness and culture of HK people on sports, but
also due to the limited and available resources we have now on hand to apply for this
sports game to be held in HK.

There are lots of priority concerns among the people and government, lets work hard
with concerted effort to resolve, develop and make the best use of the limited resouces
for the most needy areas first.
149

I think so as the 2023 Asian Games in HK as the investment in stadiums is huge. There
are a lot of initiatives that are on the priority list, ie. medical expenses and education
expenses which can improve the competitive power of the HK in the future.

150

I opined they are separate issues for consideration. Social resources allocation and
utilization need 'Balance' for a 'healthy' development of society.
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Topic ID 8: ९ࠅعᘬᇬʳ ૿إཽܗ࿇୶
Message
Message

ID
151

اਙࠃ೭ݝݝ९མᐚֲ࣍ګছؒΔ९عᙄࠅሎᄎऱᘬᇬཚԫଡִ۟ 12 ִ 1
ֲַΖਙࢌႉᚨاრΔؑاᚨኙਙࢌࠅعऱᇨრղࡳ्אΔֱࠟޓᚨ༽ނழၴΔ
ڇᘬᇬཚփᇞެጊᣄΕᕩፋ٥ᢝΔ٥ٵଉཽړ່נ܂ऱᙇᖗΖ

ڇམݝ९ႚڶრࠅعऱԫࠥၲࡨΔཽԳբრᢝࠩᘬᇬཚ֜ऱംᠲΖڶԳޅေ
ਙࢌψᔎԫᆬ٣ԫωΔٍڶԳޅေਙࢌψᚭωΚॺࠩਙ᤻।֘قኙΔթ៶
९ᘬᇬཚ܂แᦫاრऱֆᣂ֫Ζ

ृᎁΔຍࠄψອᘩᓵωլᆜܡױΔڂެࡳਢࠅعܡழΔᚨ࠷ެ࣍ਢࠃܡٙ
ኙଉཽܓڶΔਚྤؘኙਙࢌऱ೯נ܂܂լؘऱ༻ᐰΖ

լवൕ۶ழၲࡨΔཽԳክԱאԹᣄऱኪ৫װኙৱଉཽਙࢌΖਐנਙࢌլݔ
ऱྤءֱچംᠲΔ൫ळؾऱ֘ኙΔᄎࠃחൣլឰଙಯΔଉཽऱ࿇୶ٍᄎೖ
ዩլছΖאਢࠃࠅعڻٙࠏΔഗ࣍ᝨᓵऱސՀΔعᙄࠅሎᄎڶݯኤྤܓΔ
ՕཽڍԳຟ࢙ฃԱཽࢌԫऴࠐאኙሎ೯ऱދԵ֗ਢࠅعڻኙଉཽऱ墿Ζ

ࠡኔΔଉཽਙࢌԫऴຟڶං೯ሎ೯࿇୶Δመ װ5 ڣ༉ދԵԱ 35 Ꮩցچڇᘋ৬᧯
ߛਜΙاਙࠃ೭ٍڣޢݝᄎղଉཽ᧯ߛᖂೃપ 1 Ꮩ 6 ՏᆄցऱᆖൄࢤᐸཱིΔ
܂ഛಝ֭֗ག壄ሎ೯Ε֭壄᧯ߛႈؾऱ࿇୶ΖאՂڶᣂ࣍ߛ᧯چءऱᇷ
ಛΔઃፖਢڻᚨعܡᙄࠅሎஒஒઌᣂΔཽԳլᚨྡྷނរ࣋ࠅعڇऱءګՂΔא
܍መ࣍૿ৱعᙄࠅሎΖࠃኔՂΔਙࢌቃጩ᜔ࠅعၲ֭ऱ 447 ᏙցփΔᅝխऱ
302 Ꮩցڰբڇਙࢌኙ९᧯ߛ࿇୶ऱቤհփΔཽԳਢܡᚨᤉᥛψᨵׄߡڞωΔ
ᥳࡳࠅሎլᚨعᙄΛྤᓵڕ۶Δᘬᇬཚ९ԱΔཽԳڍޓڶழၴװԱᇞଉཽ᧯ߛ
ऱ࿇୶֗ٻֱࠐآΔኙଉཽᖞ᧯࿇୶۞ྥਢࠃړΖ

 اਙࠃ೭ݝൄఽ ᄘم॰ਐૉլᜰᙄഏᎾ೯ΔഏᎾ ױ౨ ᄎլಖଉཽຍૹچ
ֱΖृᎁΔڼᇩڶԫࡳऱሐΔᇢუუΔૉॺଉཽམפګᜰᙄ 2008 ࠇקڣ
ሎ್ֺࡉᙄ 2009 ࣟࠅሎ೯ᄎΔઌॾཽԳՈؘآಖଉཽམ᧯ߛڼڕ
נመΔޓ۶उഏᎾࡋΛΜଉཽ܂ֱࣟհఇΔڕᔾഏᎾ८ᘜխ֨܂ࢵ൘Δլ
૿ֱڍ܂ऱቫᇢΔֱࣟհఇऱᠱࢨۥᄎֲ࣍ה٠ߝ྇ಯΕࢬڶ؈ۥΖءګڇΕ᧯
ߛ࿇୶֗ഏᎾݮွհၴΔଉཽᚨ࠷ؓᘝΔ່ࣔנ܂ཕऱᙇᖗΖݺଚᝫڶଡִڍ
ழၴאױาᓫΔཽԳᓮ᥋֫ܘԺΔଉཽ࿇ᜢΜ

2010.10.04 ګ࣍ע
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! ! ݺਢ֭عᙄࠅሎऱΔ֨܀ൣԼ։ؿએΖڂԫΚ13 ڣ৵ऱଉཽΔྤڕრ؆Δ
բᆖᆵኔཏᙇ۩ਙ९ࡴࡉمऄᄎΔषᄎऱ٥ᢝਢףޓอԫᝫਢޓՕ։ࣴࡋΛڂ
ԲΚषᄎբၞԵԳՑ֏۔ऱזڣΔ٤اऱߪ֨অΔܡڶࠩঅᎽΛڂԿΚଉ
ཽऱᆖᛎ࿇୶Δᆖᛎ᠏ীਢפګܡΛຍࠄຟਢחԳᖜ֨լբऱైڂΜࠡኔعڇᙄ
ࠅሎऱመ࿓ΔإᏁࡴ܂ٽاΔ۫ڕإ֮֏ऱ৬ࡉࠅሎऱᤂᙄΔԫ֮ԫࣳΔ
ೋᜠᏘଆΔຍኙ٤اऱषᄎូᑵტΔኙ٤اऱߪ֨ైᔆΔኙଉཽऱഏᎾݮွΔຟ
ਢॺൄܓڶऱΖ

! ! ۶ਙࢌޢଡՕᜰ೯Δຟᄎሖࠩൎ௺ऱ֘ኙᜢଃࡋΛଈ٣Δਙࢌᛀಘؓழ
ञ࠷֨اऱՠ܂৻ᑌΔञ࠷֨اΔ٣༼ړاཕΖݺ࿇ᤚլ֟ଉཽԳຟ۴
ᙟሽီᏣႃګ९ΔຍԼࠐڣऱᏣႃᓳ᜔ᠦլၲࠟזൣռΕ୮ගञΕಳټດܓΕ
ዿᇄ့ݺΔ،ᨠฒڶչᏖړࡋΛլ؆ਢ၌ီΕኔܓ墿Δढᇷ۟ՂΔ
ԫរࠝ৫ຟڶΖᇢംڶګଉཽԳլფሎ೯Δڂਢࠟ塊ΔྤழၴႯΛຍ
լመਢ៶ՑۖբΔటီૹإሎ೯Δؚ֜אױᄕΔԶᙘΔၒޡΔक़ת՛
ழᇠߩജԱΖڇΔઐਙࢌڇቔࠅعܬհ塒Δٵழං נ10 ߛ᧯ڣቤΔࠡխץ
ਔᙄ᧯ߛՕᖂΕᘋߩሎΕڣޢᜰᙄڻڍഏᎾ᧯ߛֺΔؚ྆ഏᎾ್ࢮ࣪㷂ኔॺ
ൄפګΔጤ֑ഏᎾᚊۣՈৰஙؾΖ ཽء10 ၴՕറೃீΔՕױᜰᙄᔣ२چٺႈ
ࠃΔٵழ֗ᥛ࿇୶Δᛜທ᧯ߛ֮֏ࣷΖվ৵ਙࢌڇං೯ૹՕᜰൻΔլႛ
ಽ㷂ᙒತΕਙ᤻ΔՈૹီاၴΕᄐऱᜢଃΖ
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